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Morning Objects to President Making Unprecedented Hot Wave
Hearing Began
Still Torments East and
John
Before Judge
Speeches in" Favor of
Middle West
;
R. McFie
Reciprocity

F DURTH

120

SOARS

LIKE SKYROCKET

I

NEW

EHICOEPRESENTED

PENROSE AFTER

flBREEMEHT HUNDREDS

1

$1571.04; Thomas

to

McBride

of Colfax

county, $6501.52; Tito Melendez,,of
Mora county, $782.34; Thomas K." D.
Maddison, clerk of the second Judicial
district, clerk fees, $721.05; Edward L.
:Safford, clerk of the first judicial district, clerk fees, $747; R." P. Ervien,
land commissioner $1203.45. Total
$13,244.15.
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V

for Frisco.
XThief Clerk Rupert P. Asplund of
the department of education will
leave tonight for Saa Francisco to at
tend the meetings of the National Ed
He will take a
ucation Association.
part in the meeting of the Federation
of State Teachers' Association read
ing a paper on "The Education Council as a Constitutional Agency." He
will be gone until July 17.
It is estimated that from fifty to
seventy-fiv- e
teachers from New Mexico will attend the convention.
Alleged Horse Thief.
The mounted police have . received
word that Mounted Policemen A. A.
Sena has arrested Miguel B. Ortiz at
"Lagunita on the charge of horse stealing and that he has been held for the
action of the grand jury."
Van Horn on the Job.
Cattle Inspector E. E. Van Horn Is
Tiere again on "horse stealing" business in the case of Louis Leyba, Jose
R. Romero, Isalas Muniz, Santiago Vi-jand Jose Cano, charged with
stealing ten stray horses. They were
given a hearing before Judge McFie
this morning and the hearing will be
District Attor.continued tomorrow.
ney E. C. Abbott appeared for the ter.
-ritory.
Prisoners for Pen.
Sheriff Roybal of Rio Arriba court
to
ty brought the following prisoners
the penitentiary from Tlerra Ama-rill- a
where they were sentenced by
Judge John R. McFie at the recent2
term of court: Jose Bustamente
years to 27 months: Gabriel Salazar
1 year to 18 months; Federico Pena,
to 3 years; Bernardino Dominguez,
2 to 3 years; Fulgencio Morfln, 6 to
3 months; Hermejildo Martinez, 1 to
2 years; Gregorio Jaramillo, 6 montEs
to 1 year; Jose Lorenzo. Salazar and
Gregorio de Herrera, 1 year to 15
months; Tobias Trujillo, 1 year to 18
months; Leandro Serna, 11 months to
1 year; John P. Andrez, second decree murder, 15 to 99 years.
Off
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Mexican) tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., July 5. Chicago faced
another record breaking hot day with
no relief in sight before EridayT ac- cording to the predicjioirof the official

Washington. D. 0.. July ,5. Presi- dent Taft's
speeches in
Indiana Monday and Tuesday were
sharply criticized in the Senate today
by Senator Cummins.
"When the president abandons the
duties of his office and enters upon
a campaign to mould or lead public
opinion on this reciprocity," sai
Cummins, "then he is on the same level as any other man and cannot be
exempt from criticism to be attacked
as to the arguments he uses."
.
Trying to Reach Agreement.
'.Washington, DC, July 5. Chair
man Penrose of the Senate Finance
committee' announced in tte Senate today that he would again attempt late
today or early tomorrow to get an
agreement for a date for a final vote
on the Canadian reciprocity bill. The announcement was in reply to
remarks of Senator Stone, Democrat,
who urged Mr. Penrose in charge ot
the bill, again to ask for a definite
.
date for the vote.
Later; Mr. Penrose and Senator
Smoot held 'a conference with Senator
Martin, the Democratic leader, and
Senator Stone.
Senators Want to Talk.
Washington, D. C, July 0. At a con
ference of senators participated by
Messrs. Penrose and Smoot, Republicans, and Martin and Stone, Democrats, it was decided not to press daily
for the fixing of a date to vot9 on
the reciprocity so long as there are
Senators prepared to speak. It was
determined, however, to endeavor to
fix the hour of convening daily at 11
a. m. instead of noon.
'

v

.

(By Special Leased Wire

Governor Mills and staff will review the New Mexico National Guard
at Lias Vegas July 26, during the encampment there. A dinner will be
given at night at which the governor and staff will be present.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: J. D. Martinez, Jr.,
treasurer of Taos county, $1717.75;
Camilo Sanchez, of Guadalupe county,

Modern Battle

OF PROSTRATIONS

From 50 to 75 Teachers To At- Holds Conference With Republi- In Chicago Alone Twenty-SeveDied From Terrific
can Leaders to Set Date
tend Education Convention
Sultriness.
For Vote.
in 'Frisco.
-

In Big Cities the Casualty List Wild Scenes Enacted on KanGreater Than in Average
sas City Board of Trade

AJKfiixlock the mercury

showed 9jLtwo points higher than the
n

Twenty-seve-

from heat is the record made in
Chicago during the 24 hour3 ended at
'
4 a. m. today.
Growing Hotter.
Chicago, 111., July 5. At 2 p. m.
the temperature was 100.5, or'
...

s

higher than at that hour yester-day- .
'
Heat Swamps Coroner's Office.
Chicago, 'July!
during ,ae
present heat wave have swamped the
coroner's office which must hold inquests in all cases of sudden or unexplained deaths.
."'-.'-

ths

Hon. George W. Armijo, Who Yesterday as Don Diego DeVargas Was the
Cynosure of A.i Eyes.

Not Enough Ambulances.
There are not enough police ambulances in the city to care for the

prostration cases. Private ambulan
ces are being hired and frequently
express wagons on the street are
called into requisition. Two deaths
due directly to heat, and two cases
superinduced thereby were reported
up to noon. Nothing like complete
reports on the prostrations were available, but the forenoon's roll was estimated at fifty.
Kansas City Has Ice Famine.
Kansas City, Mo., July 5. No relief
from not, dry weather in the southwest was predicted by the United
States weather forecaster here today
Indications were that this would be
the fourth of extreme heat over the
entire section, and that yesterday's
maximum temperature of 108 would
be equaled, he said. Threatened with
ice famine, consumers of that com
modity are giving serious considera
tion to economy in its use. At 7
o'clock this morning the thermometer
registered 84 degrees, at St. Joseph,
Mo.. Omaha, and Des Moines. At
Sioux City, Jt was 54 at 10, o'clock.
!
In the Hundreds.
Kansas City, Mo., July 5. Hutchinson, Kansas, reported a temperature
of 105 at 11 o'clock. Up to noon, when
the temperature in Kansas City was
100, three prostrations had been
at
Atchison reported 102
noon with one death. A light rain fell
at Norfolk, Nebraska, this morning.
Topeka Breaks Heat Record.
Topeka, Kans., July 8. This is the
hottest July 5, ever recorded at the
government weather bureau. The mercury at 8 o'clock had reached the 100
mark.
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Eight Thousand Throats Cheei As Equestrians Forming
Rainbow of Color Pass In Front of Historic Old Pal-acSunshine and Moderate Temperature Favor
Independence Day Celebration. Fire
works and Dances at Night.
e.

ith glorious sunshine to make pationtly and clicked and clicked their
tneir gorgeous costumes tne more shutters in preparation for the nhotoWashington, D. C, July 5 The
House today sent to conference the
dazzling and eight thousand people graphic onslaught tliev would make
to cheer them, the participants in the on the braves who would
resolution providing for the
pass before
ue vargas pageant ana tne paraae tneni.
of U. S. senators.
which
followed
the
turned
hands
it,
The speaker named Representatives
Shout of Throna
Rocker of Missouri, Conroy of New
uv.uiub ut.-- io me Boyenteemn cen - suddenly a great shout from the
tury yesterday morning "and 'afforded ( awaiting thousands announced the
York' and Olmstead ol Pennsylvania
a spectacle which was unique, bril- - arrival of the advance
as House'eohferees.
guard in the
liant and tremendously pleasing.
pageant and then every eye was turn- The Senate conferees are Clark of
It was an artistic triumph for the ed to the strange vision of past glory.
Wyoming; Nelson of Mineesota, and
members of the Alianza Hispano Amer- Leading the pageant was the city
Bacon of Georgia. They will meet
soon in attempt to adjust the differicana, Logia No. 43, of Santa Fe for marshal, Nicolas Sena, in his blue
It was they who furnished all the men uniform and mounted on a white
ences between the two Houses over
for the De Vargas procession
and charger.
the Senate amendment for federal conwho spared neither their time nor
following him rode the eight spe-trol of the elections.
their purses to make the pageant cial mounted policemen with gorgeous
Dismissals Recommended.
sombreros cf almost Merry Widow
beautiful and "historically correct."
Washington, D. C, July 5. Repreand wearing the
'"at
dimensions,
rav
Tnan0nrt0n
v.t.rH
sentative Dent of Alabama today preto be sure, but as celebrated here it Spanish colors ot red and yellow
sented to the House the report of the
They had a
was not only the victory of the Amer- around their waists.
committee on state department expen
across their chests, bearsatin
scarf
colonies
a
over
ican
Engmisguided
ditures, recommending the dismissal
lish government but it was also con ing the words "Mounted Police." They
of Consul Consul General W. H. Mi-were Feliciano Sena, Eduardo Otero,
in
Room
Morgue.
Only Standing
quest by the Duke De Vargas of the
cahel at Calcutta and Thomas MorriL. Lopez, Alfredo Delgado, AnPhiladelphia, Pa., July 5. The ancient city into which he entered as Jose
son, disbursing clerk of the state detonio Valdez. R. C. Huber, Mariano F.
notified
the
of
Carlos
the
of
the
morgue
today
King
keeper
representative
partment because of their connection
Sena and G. Jlirabal.
with the Day portrait voucher, where the coroner that the Dead House was Second, of Spain.
And Then the Band.
d
would
be
and that he
Great preparations had been made
$1,600 was unaccounted for.
And then came the First Regiment
unable to care for any bodies until for this dual celebration and many
Cotton Tariff Revision.
now in the place were removed. fears were felt lest the bad weather Band, H. Alarid, leader directed by
Washington, D.,-C- ,
July 5. Chair some
deaths from all causes of the past five days would mar the Musician Ramirez, all in close fitting
man Underwood has called a meeting Thirty-seveof the Democratic members of the were reported today. Among those, festivities, but bright and early yes uniforms and marching to the stirring
There terday morning Old Sol, wearing his strains of their own music. Their sil- House ways and means committee for nineteen were due to heat
tomorrow to begin 'framing a revision have been 41 fatalities from this cause most independent smile, chased away.ver instruments were resplendent in
of the cotton tariff schedule.
during the present hot wave; At 1 p. the leaden skies and marshaled only1116 morning sun anu tne Doys played
m., the temperature was 92 degrees.. silvery clouds as a halo for the noble witn an enthusiasm worthy of the
casion. As the band passed the by- TARIFF UNCERTAINTY
and his trusted attendants.
Minneapolis Is Scorching..
standers
cheered them to the echo.
5.
national
The
At
when
salute
the
DEPRESSES WOOL MARKET.
Minn.,
July
Minneapolis,
sunrise,
hot wave has caused two deaths here. was fired, all Santa Fe awoke witn;
His Grace the Duke.
And then came the central figure in
Business Is Confined to Retail Lots Four other prostrations were reported the thrill of the "day we celebrate."
It was a pleasant thrill, and not that the great pageant the man who had
for Actual Needs and Price
?;
today.;';
.
commonly felt in the east, when one done more than any one citizen of
Cooling Off.
Tendency Is Lower. ..
Washington, D. C, July 5. Refresh is almost hurled out of bed by the Santa Fe to make it a success the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ing westerly breezes sweeping along din, roar and shock of giant crackerB,! man, who, descended from the con- Boston, Mass., July 5. The uncer- the Atlantic coast today brought some toy cannons and torpedoes, exploding quistadores and versed in the history
fitof this country, was
tainty over the tariff action, at Wash- relief from the. hot wave to the eastern on every street corner.
By breakfast time the decoration of ted to represente a leading character
ington is ascribed by traders as the section of the country, though the
principal reason for the dullness of government weather experts say there private residences and public build- in the victory celebrated Hon. George
the wool market during the past week. is no appreciable change in. register ings, as well as the stores had pro W. Armijo, Rough Rider ot the Span
war and now His Grace,
gressed satisfactorily and gave a fore
Business has been confined to re- ed temperatures.
:.:': ,
Cooler .weather tomorrow is prom- taste of the dazzling array, of colors the Duke Don Diego De Vargas Zapata
tail lots for actual needs. Prices have
remained practically unchanged, but ised for Chicago, and the middle west which would be the feast when the Lujan, Ponce de Leon, governor and
captain general of the kingdom of
with slightly lower tendency. Many region, where today the mercury start- pageant passed in all its glory.
New Mexico who was making his
Warriors Gather.
;
of the mills are shut down. Sales ot ed even higher than it was at the same
The scores and scores of warriors, triumphant entry into Santa Fe, tak
Ohio fine unwashed wool ot the new time yesterday.
Breaks in the torrid spell are being Indian and pale faces, who were to ing the city in the name of His Gra- clip in sample lots are reported at 21
at clous Majesty, King Carlos the Seccents end unwashed remain at 25. A reported, the extreme northwest bar- take part in the pageant, in gathered
1692 Don ond of Spain beyond the seas.
lot of 20,000 pounds of Michigan three ing a change to considerably cooler Rosario chapel where his
trimphant. His Grace wore the ducal costume
began
weather with temperatures dropping Diego De Vargas
L.(
eights sold at 25 cents.
!. mut;, ui&ii
,kn
nJ ...1.
iuc wkUft
wuiio
utarca into noauia- r e,ijuipio outi auu
huhcl
below the seasonable average.
of various boots aid silver spurs.
From his
his
man
donned
garments
!
New York began today with the
FOUR KILLED N
colors ' and there, too, the red skin hat waved a snow white ostrich feath-pu-t
.NEBRASKA RAILROAD CRASH. thermometer, registering 78
the last finishing touch of war er.
at 8 o'clock as compared with 8! de-He was mounted on a black charger,
to his cheeks or forehead, and
paint
same
time
at
the
Three Others Seriously
yesterday,
Injured In grees
of eagle's feath- - fit to lead any cavalcade in the land.
on
bis
put
headgear
Collision Between Extra and
Washington it was 80.
The trappings of the animal were in
era.
.
Akron Has Three Deaths.
Gravel Train.
James L. harmony with the brilliancy of the
Arthur
Seligman,
Mayor
. Akron, Ohio, July . Three deaths
Seligman and S. G. Cartwright work- duke's costume. The saddle was an
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) here are attributed to the hot wave.
war-( ancient one ;
the
ed
in
aiding
like Trojans
presented to Mr. Armijo's
-Superior, Neb., July 5. Four men "We had 48 inquests Monday and 21 riors bold to get ready for the pag- - grandfather. It came from Old
t
were killed and three seriously in yesterday, mostly due directly or inico and was mounted in silver, the im- . By 10 o'clock all were indeed
jured in, a collision between an extra directly to the heat," said Coroner
mounted and looking bellicose, mense pummel being one shining mass
" a gravel tram on the Soo, lines, Hoffman.; "The mortality continues ready,
of the precious metal. On it were
and buoyant.
.
Lhicago. division, a few miles from today.",-;''!.;, Z
'I'i '.;.':.
engraved the coat of arms of the ArThe Start.
h"
iW
this city. The dead and injured are
Cleveland. Ohio, is Sweltering. ':'
the pageant pro- mijo family and its owner's mono
a
At
given,
signal
all railroad, men. The trains met on Cleveland, - Ohio, July 5. A temp
from the chapel, past Hon. T. gram. The stirrups were also heav- a bridge ever the Nemadjl river and erature of 92 degrees at noon , made ceeded
silver plated and the horse's bridle
B. Catron's residence to the Kit Car-,iltne Bridge? caught Hre after the col this the "hottest day of the year. The son
and martingales were finished In
Monument in front of the
liSiOUi ;
average temperature for the first, five
hnlldlne. following the same route ver. .
The duke was the cynosure of all
days in July is the highest in forty-on- taken by the great De Vargas Just
FRANK FYLE8, DRAMATIC
years. ...
eyes and to be truthful, one must
210 years ago.
'7;;'
CRITIC OF 8UN, IS DEAD,
All school buildings
and school
It is estimated that 8,000 people had confess of all lenses, for as he passed
grounds will be thrown open to be gathered in the plaza and along Lin-- , the long murmur ot appreciation from
(By Special Leased Wire to New Merjeaal used as sleeping quarters by the coin
avenue) and streets leading to the the vast audience was punctuated by
1 New York, July 5. Frank Fyles, for
of countless came- public tonight There is a shortage plaza, in anticipation of the 1 treat the
thirty years dramatic editor critic of in tne ice- supply.
?
was to be theirs for a,. few raa ,
which
"
the New. York Sun is dead at his home,
88 Dead From Heat In New York.
The Indian Governor.
minutes. Many indeed ' were!
brief
of heart disease. He was horn In Troy,
New York, N, Y., July 5. The accu the fair maidens in delicate and softj Riding behind the duke was the
New York, 64 years ago and started mulated exhaustion of three swelter- summer attire and many too, were the governor of .the San Juan Indian
newspaper work in that city while a
', f,
armed with kodaks, cameras and
men,'
boy.
(Continued on Pag eight). , tripods, who counted the seconds lm- r , (Continued on Page, Three.)
'
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Some of the Men Were Dissatisfied
With Agreement Reached Last
Evening.

e

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican')
Mexico City, Mex., July 5 The
street car strike was still on today In
-spite 6f the agreement reached by the
company and the representatives of

the men last night,
'Some of the men were dissatisfied
with the compromise and refused to
abide by the settlement. They gathr
"ered In the street in front of the car,
barns today and stopping the first
cars that came out, broke a few windows, and intimidated the crews. As
a consequence, the officials abandoned
the attempt to restore the service to..
....
day.
A heavy guard of mounted police is
protecting the company's property.
;

RENWOOD TRIAL TUT
OVER TO MONDAY.

',

.

I

,

Attorneys Sparring for Points In Case
Caused by Bar Room Murder
'
of Von Phul. ' .... ';
,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., July. 5. The trial ot
Harold F. Henwood, for the killing of
Sylvester Von Phul at the same time
that George E. Copeland was Slain by
Henwood, today was put over until
Arguments will be heard
Monday.

Saturday on the motion of Henwood's
attorneys to withdraw Henwood's plea
of not guiltvand ot leave to file a mo
d
i tlon of plea of former Jeopardy.
was found guilty last week of
murder in the second degree for kill
ing Copeland.
Hen-woo-

iuc
l.

1

ltl

1

,

,

Mex-ean-

,

y

sil-er-

INDICTED

PACKERS
PLEADED. NOT GUILTY.

Trial for Violation of Sherman
Law Is Set for No-vimber'25. ' C ",';'
vv

t

Antl-Trus-

'

k

,

(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
. Chicago, 111., July 6.
Through coun-se- l,
the packers indicted some time
' ago for violation of the Sherman antitrust law, pleaded not guilty today.
'Their trial is set for November 25.
,
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo July 5. Amid the
wildest semes enacted on the Kansas
City Board of Trade for years, the
corn market gained from 31-to 5
cents in iirice in the first ten minutes
of trading today. During that time
approximately one million bushels had
been traded in.
Chicago Market Excited.
Chicago, 111., July 5. Continuance of
withering beat over the corn belt was
reflected In excited
corn
market
here today, the market advancing
early to au extreme advance ot 4
cents compared with the previous
close of Saturday.Buying orders flooded the pit, and
quotations varied as much as 2
cents in different parts at the opening. July corn closed Saturday at
60
cents and adTanced to Co cents
today. September rose to 66, compared with the previous close at 62 cents.
Oats shared in the excitement, "adcents.
vancing an extreme of 2
A private telegram from Kansas
City says: "Temperatures
Saturday
and Sunday in the fields were from
106 to 115 degrees.
Private advices
from all over the corn belt tell the
same story." Oklahoma burned to a
crisp; Kansas scorched from one end

handling fireworks.
Roman Candle Wipes Out Town
Kaylor, Pa., July 5. This mining
town was practically wiped out today
by fire supposed to have originated
from a roman candle. Loss $115,000
Killings in New York.
New York, July 5. Joseph Senneli,
16 years old, was instantly killed today and two other boys, his companions, were badly burned by a belated
The boys
explosion of fireworks.
found two heavy mortar bombs and
Joseph exploded the contents of one
with his jackknife. The boy was
blown twenty-fiv- e
feet and terribly
torn and mangled.
A majority of the accidents last
night were gunshot wounds. Those
who found themselves unable to buy
fire crackers and blank cartridges,
used revolvers and ball catridges already in their possession. Three persons were killed and 13 wounded by
chance or malicious bullets.
One boy of 11 years was killed by a
youtn ot 16 wno said "watch me
wing a kid" and deliberately fired.
A mob chased him but he escaped.
Pittsburg Has Bloody Fourth.
Pittsburg, Pa., July 5. Three dead
and forty-fivinjured, six of whom
may die, is the casualty list in con
nection with the. Fourth of July cele
e

bration

her.

Other Fourth of July Disasters.
At a Fourth of July dance at Cupp,
Tennessee, Deputy Sheriff W. C. Cly- mor and his
daughter were
shot. The assassin was then killed by
a son of the deputy sheriff, A giant
firecracker caused a $5,000 fire at
Bernard, Iowa, yesterday. The busi
ness section of Braggs,, Oklahoma,
was wiped out by fire yesterday.
Princeton, Missouri, had a quarter million dollars fire last evening. A fire
cracker started a blaze in Newcas
tle, Nebraska, that destroyed the
town. Mayor Emil Seidel of Milwau
kee, wes yesterday badly burned in a
gas explosion.
PLEASURE

SEEKERS
STRANDED ON BEACH.

Ten Thousand Los Angeles Fourth of
July Celebrants Spend Night
in Open.
(By Special Leased 'Wire to Stew Mexican)
Los Angeles, fcalif., July 5. Ten
thousand fourth of July holiday mak
ers slept on the sands of the various
beach resorts last night because the
law limiting railroad men to 16 work
ing hours prevented the suburban
lines from bringing them home.
Nearly half of the throng were wo
men and girls, garbed in the flimsiest
of seaside summer costumes and the
cold breezes
wrought havoc with
nerves and patience.
At i o'clock this morning, extra
crews were obtained and cars were
rushed to the beaches to the rescue,

i

j

4

2

4

4

to the other."
It is reported here that implement
retailers have cancelled many orders.
The best known of the crop reports
here report that the condition of oats
and hay is the poorest known.
Wheat was affected chiefly on the
bulge in the course grains.
Reports
of excessive heat in Russia added to
the discouragement of the bears. Septo 91
a
tember started at 90
gain of 4 to 11-- and rose to 913-bears.
Provisions sympathized with the advance of cereals, but receded on account of an extraordinary increase
shown in the world's lard supply.
First . sales were unchanged to 7
higher, with September delivery at
15.95 for pork, 8.45 to 8.47
for lard,
and 8.63 for ribs.
Wall Street.
New York, July 5. Bear operators
sold stocks heavily this morning in
the expectation that the continued
hot weather would influict heavy damage to crops. Prices broke sharply at
first but the movement soon grew
steadier and stocks recovered part of
their loss.
The decline of four points in Cana
dian Pacific and of lesser amounts in
the Erie issues was explained as be
ing due to the official denial by the
head of the Canadian line that it was
to obtain control of the Erie. Reverses from the low level .became
more extended during the second hour,
Canadian Pacific rallying 1
and
other stocks a half to three fourths.
Activity, however, gradually diminished as the rise proceeded.
Mrket Saggs.
Chicago, July 5. The market sag
ged materially when the effect of the
corn flurry wore off somewhat.
.
4

2

Jly

.

At

4

2

2

Cotton.
5. Clos- eLiverpool, Eng., July
Cotton spot in fair demand. Prices
four points higher.
American, middling fair S.53; good middling 8.21;
middling 7.99; low middling 7.79; good
ordinary 7.53; ordinary 7.28: sales
8,000 bales.
Market Shoots Up.
The close was steady at a gain ot
11-13-Corn closed strong. In
the final hour of trading the market
shot up higher than ever. The close
was strong at a gain of 4
for Sep8

3-- 4

COMPLAINT AFFECTING
OIL FREIGHT RATES.
Filed With Interstate Commerce
Against M. K. & T.
Railroad,

n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Washington, D. C, July 5. A com
plaint affecting the freight rates on
crude petroleum from western points
to eastern destinations was filed today
with the interstate commerce com
missioner. The Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railway and other carriers now
are exacting a rate of 27 cents a hun
dred pounds on crude petroleum from
Coffeyville, Kansas, to Joliet, 111., on
east bound shipments, and the Nation
al Refining Company of Cleveland an

tember.

New York, July 5. Standard cop
per weak; spot and September 12.15
bar silver
12.25; dull $1.454.50;
.

52

DYNAMITE CASES
.
ARE POSTPONED,
McNamara Brothers, Labor Leaders,
Are Charged With Nineteen
Murders.
(By Special Leased Wire to ITew Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., July S. The
McNamara dynamiting case was de
ferred until tomorrow when it was
called today in Judge Bordwell's department of the Superior Court.
The alleged conspirators, who are

charged with nineindependent concern, alleges the rate tinder indictment
teen murders, were to have been called up for their pleas today. Motions for the quashing of the indictPORTUGUESE SEND TROOPS
to have been Interpolated
TO NORTHERN FRONTIER. ments were
at the same time. .
Owing to the funeral of J. D. Rush,
Conspiracy Discovered
Among Offl- - father of an
attorney, associated with
cers In Army Still Loyal
Le Compte Davis, of counsel for the
to Monarchy.
defense, the day's delay was ordered.
Leased Wire to New

should not be more than 18 cents.

,

Mexican)
(By Special
Tuy, Spain, July 5. It was learned JACK JOHNSON SIGNS
here today that the Portuguese gov i ARTICLES FOR
FINISH FIGHT.

ernment has despatched several thou
sand troops to the northern frontier,
following the discovery of a plot there
to restore the monarchy.
The conspiracy is said to have originated
among certain officers of the Portuguese army at Valencia Domingo, lust
across the border from Tuy.

:

(By Special Leased TV) re to New Mexican)
Chicago, July 5. Jack Johnson,
heavy weight champion, has ; signed
articles to fight Patrick Curran of
London, to a finish, in Dublin, ac
cording to a dispatch from London.
The date will be decided on today. .

f
.-

CROPS

'.eased Wipe to New Mexican)

SDecial

':'.'v-

,

KILUMTHE

Oklahoma Burned to a Crisp
Kansas Scorched From One
End to Other.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 5. A recapitulation of results o the celebration of
Independence day in Philadelphia was
made today and shows that it was as
near an "old fashioned Fourth" as
any one would want it.
It was the hottest fourth of July in
13 years, and there were 11 deaths
from the heat and many prostrations.
Twelve persons were drowned in the
rivers and creeks about Philadelphia
while bathing. There were two mur
ders, several attempted murders and
numerous drunken brawls and about
four hundred persons were treated
at hospitals for injuries received in

j

samehflur yesterday.

AND SUICIDES HEAT IS

Philadelphia Had "Old Fashion
ed" Celebration With Usual
Results.
(By

j

forecaster.

and Chicago Market

A

3
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Fr Clergyman's

The Little Store

Son

Cured of Tnbcrcnlosis

DENVER BREAD

'To neplect a cold, bronchitis, lungr trouble or Consumption is dangerous. We all
know how prone people are to deny they
have Consumption. It is a flattering disease, and the sufferer is filled with bright
Call consumption
improvement.
hopes ofown
dread name and then take
by its
because it is eu'ec-- i
Eckman's Alterative, Nro
ooa need doubt
in Tniiarmlnsis.
about it there is plenty of evidence
the
witnesses.
Investigate
live
from
Amenia, N. Y.
following:
x
was
reo..
to
lsuo,
Gentlemen: "trior
located in Rochester, N. Y., Buffering
Willi laJri VV
Tuberculosis. My physician gave me one
montn 10 live, xmid-da-y
chills and losnight sweats and
15
gone from
ing135flesh rapidly, having
contm- andi. raised
to ... lbs.
. . I coughed
- wetm
v.rt, Ttrallrinr
mo,
ana
bo
Decanie
uaiiy
return
a few feet exhausted me. On my me
nt-t- le
home, my regular physician gave
s a
who
encouragement. My father,
01
neara
clergyman,
The
it.
tive and induced me to take
night sweats and chills disappeared, my
cougn Decame easier ou
minished and in a few days I developed
-an appetite, me ursi
now in perfect health, back to 155 lbs.'s
to
I feel certain that I owe ray life
Alterative,"
"rrV a to
(Signed)
"I cannot find words
Gentlemen:
... .nn,smatinTI
nf what VOUr
remedy has done for my son. It changed!
,TJ ? any
despair into nope it, andV"without
ter he began taking
doubt in my mind, it saved his life. to
I wish to add my endorsement
testimonial."
every word of hisREV.
J. J. COWLES,
(Signed)
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Pa., for additional evidence.
Philadelphia,
TTnr SnlA hv all Ipnriin? rim?TiStS
Zook's
by
Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
.- -

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"

ped everything that came his way, accepting eleven chances without a single error and also hit some long flies,
but nothing escaped the swift Albuquerque fielders.
Chavez and Lembke for Albuquerque also played a good game in the

rnu

CO.

Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Southern
WE

REGISTER

GIVE

WITH

TICKETS

Telephone
ALL

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

CAKES

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

191

BLACK

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper tnan
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

to the agent.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Santa Fe, N.

Gilt-Edge- d

(By D. C. 0.- Before the largest crowd of the sea
son yesterday E. C. Burke's brave warriors went down to defeat at the hands
of Padilla's Albuquerque Grays. Weeks
was in very good form yesterday and
the Santa Fe batters could not touch
him with men on bases, and all they
could get from him during the whole
game was four scattered hits. Besides allowing so few hits he struck
out twelve men. McCarthy was also
in good form but was given very poor
support by his team mates. He struck
out 8 men and with good support the
score would have been different. The
game which was played at Association
Park was very slow as the grounds
were very muddy on account of the
recent heavy rains. The crowd was
cne of the largest seen on the local
grounds. Albuquerque scored one rup
in the second, another in the third
and two more in the seventh, Santa
Fe several times had men on bases
but Weeks was very effective and had
very good support.
The Score.
Albuquerque
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
..5
Lembke, 2b .
0
Kunz, cf
...3
4
0
Hidalgo, rf

13 13

Phone Black 6619

M.

Ball and
Pitches
Shuts Out Santa Fe Large
Crowd Sees Game.

Weeks

3b.
R. Weeks,

Arter,

WHOLESALE

&

Cornish, ss
Chavez, lb
De Blassie, If
Young Weeks, c

RETAIL

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK
All kinds of flowers, garden &

ALFALFA SEED.

FOOD.

4
4

Joe Berardinelli,

Frye, rf

2b-s-

Catron,
Stanton, cf
ss-2-

Koch, If
McCarthy,
McFie

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Totals

p

4

For sale by all druggists.

heifers ?2.355.90; calves $68.
Hogs
Receipts 27,00. Market dull
5 to 10 lower.
Light $6.356.85; mixed $6.3o6.85; heavy
$6.306.S0;
rough $6.306.45; good to choice
heavy $6.456.80; pigs $66.60; bulk
of sales $6.556.75.
Sheep
Receipts 25,000. Market
weak to 10c lower. Native $2.60
4.65; western $34.65; yearlings $4.40
native $4.257.40;
5.30; lambs,
western $4.757.40.

..

PROFESSOR W. J. BAILEY
Will Start a Business College In Santa Fe and Will Begin the First
Term on Next Monday In the
Santa Fe High School
Building.

MARKETER EPORT
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., July 5. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 17
191-2- ;
16171-2- ;
fine
medium
fine ll14.l-2- .
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, July 5. Cattle Re
ceipts 25,000. Market steady to 10c
lower. Stockers and feeders 25c lower. Native steers $4.806.65; south

0

DYSPEPSIA

0

and Diseases of the
Stomach a.rd Intestines

A. E.
2

0

may be speedily relieved and in a
short time entirely removed by a
safe and absolutely harmless remedy,
recommended by the medical profession of Europe.

0

1
1
2
1
0
6
0

0
0

4 27 14

4

3

0
0
0
as this remedy is named, is introduced to
the American public as the best and safest
treatment in all cases of weak, 6luggii!i
and impaired digestion, indicated by the
following symptoms: Coated tongue, lack
of appetite, vomiting, jaundice, burning
pains in stomach, headache, acidity,
dizziness, constipation, colic, general
depression, aversion to certain foods,
dyspepsia, dlarrhoza, flatulence, stomach
ache, etc.
Stomallx Is prepared by Saiz de Carlos,
a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist
of highest standing in Europe.
Stomallx is not a mere
stimulant, making the patient the victim
of a medicine habit, but restores the di
gestive functions to robust health, with
the capacity to do their work without
further aid. For Sale fry all Druggists.

000 000 0000
Santa Fe
Batteries Weeks and Weeks; Mc
Carthy and Berardinelli.
Summary Two base hits Lembke,
Koch. Stolen bases R. Weeks. Sac
rifice hits McCarthy, Kunz, Cornish.
Struck out by Weeks J. Berardinelli
4, Frye, Alarid, P. Berardinelli, Closson 2, Catron, Koch, McCarthy; total 12.

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
By McCarthy Kunz, Hidalgo, Cha
vez, 2, De Blassie 2, Y. Weeks 2; tobuyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer tal 8.
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
Bases on balls off Weeks P. Berar
Interior Player Pianos, and many' more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat dinelli 2, Alarid, Stanton; total 4.
Off McCarthy
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
Chavez, total 1.
Left on bases Albuquerque 7;
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman-

n

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

R.

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of btrilding material

A

7

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREETV'NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100
i

-

Li::

' Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Agents, V.S,

213

4k

A

any other
and good

It

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone

14

intend to seccure
Adequate Insurance
YOU

Eventually,

WHY NOT NOW?
Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

THAT

FOR

OUTING

HATS

New aud Full Assortment of Unique San
Latest in Hand Color- -

in; Post

Residence

Insurance Agency.

&

SUMMER

MEXICAN

No. 229

Cards.

Juan Potter)
Artistic
Framin;.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and

Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

La

Salle Restaurant

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Honrs
BOARD BY THE WEEK $540
ftench Noodle Order 20c a dish

New York Chop Suey 66c.

Fletcher Catron had "off" day yesterday at short, making three errors
in three innings, and in the fourth
he changed position with Alarid who
WE MANOi. t i. UMBIR
was on second where Catron did well
l nave
In large tiuautliie
every
afterwards.
the
for
modern
furnishing
facility
For Best Laundry Work
Johnny Alarid gave a beautiful
of fielding at second and very best wuish or dressed
Lumber
short.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Jim Lopez was on the bench ready af evry description We are thus BASKET LEAVES
'
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
to go in the box if necessary.
inblfl to make the very beet price
Gaastra was out of the game yester- tor Lumber of such high gimd
Vfe will be pleased to figure on your
day on account of sickness.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Berardinelli- caught a fine game but contracts.
Mrs C ft Rrmvn. Arnt
lacks a little more experience.
Red No. 21
Tom Closson who was on first stop- Phone Red No. 23. v

Imperial Laundry

-

-

Charles W. DudrOW

Screened

RATON
YANKEEg

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithiig Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

&

AVKNUE

S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

CAn

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the. finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espaoola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bar;ain.

C AI C

lUIl JALl

Modern Residences for Rent.

m
103
Palace Ave.5y

F. M. JONES.

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

Your

We offer you only the HIOHE5T

CLASS OF dOODS whether ft be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satisfacj :
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU QET HERE IS RIQHT. s : ,
-

A

.

CUSTOMER l"EEI&

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

rllOflG

ft

V

CHAS. CLOSSON

YOU

SHOULD

When in Need of Anylhing

the

LIVERY

LINE.

Drivers Furnished."

Don Oaspar Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Rssort, 22 miles from Santa Pe on main line of Santa Po.
miles from depot
one and one-haTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, famished for
housekeeping and ready tor occupancy.
lf

WILLIAMSOH RANCH,
Qlorleta, N. H

ne,

wi THUS ?
NOT

Wood

AND RETAIL

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

fice.

ARE

Phone 14.

$5.00

Xrlp

CHAS. O ANN, Prop.

:

IF YOU

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

We Have Built Up

Time of game 1 hour, 45 minutes,
Umpire Oswald Digneo.
Scorer Daniel Ortiz.
Notes of the Game.
Captain "Doc" Cornish of the Grays
played a good game in the field, and
also secured one run and one sacri-

it'

Phone

arrival of
arrives at

Mew York.

Fe 5.
First base on errors Albuquerque
3; Santa Fe 0.

t i!

Zook's Pharmacy

-

E. FOUGERA & CO.

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

WHOLESALE

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

FARE

McFie ran for McCarthy in sixth
inning.
Score by Innings
Oil 000 200 4
Albuquerque ..

PIANOS

V

'

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

dent to 3J:1e Fai
Eisiy oThing
jag rconalort5vl:l.

0

,

PIANOS

Statement of The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States,
of New York, for the year ended December 31st, 1910:
$4S5,192,957.33
Assets
Liabilities, surplus and other funds,
viz:
$409,538,599.66
Liabilities
Surplus and Deferred Dividend
$75,654,357.67
Funds

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
ern steers
soutnern on
$3.75.5U;
prescriptions from reputable physicows and heifers $2.604.50; native
cians, as the damage they will do is
cows and heifers S2.256.25: stock ten
fold to the good you can possibly
ers and feeders $35; bulls $34.65; derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
calves , $3.50 6.25; western steers
F. J. Cheney
manufactured
hy
Cure,
$4.506; western cows $2.754.75.
no mercury
Market & Co., Toledo, O., contains
Receipts 28,000.
Hogs
and is taken internally, acting directly
5 to 10 lower.
Bulk of sales ?6.45
the hlood and mucous surfaces
6.60; heavy. $6.456.55; packers and upon
of
the
system. In buying Hall's Ca
butchers $6.506.65; lights $6.40
tarrh Cure he sure you get the genu6.60.
Market ine. It is taken internally and made
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
F. J. Cheney & Co.
Muttons
$3.504.50; lambs in Toledo, Ohio, by
steady.
Testimonials
free.
$67.25; fed wethers and yearlings
Sold by Druggists.
Price, 75c per
western ewes $34.
$45; fed 111.,
'
Re bottle.
Chicago,
July 5. Cattle
for
Pills
Hall's
Take
Beeves
Family
Market
20,000.
steady.
ceipts
$4.906.85; Texas steers $46.10;
western steers $4.755.90; stockers
and feeders $3.355.50; cows and

1111
0

27

Nusbaum Gets Fine Photos Jesse
Nusbaum, the expert photographer of
the School of American Archaeologist
secured a series o fsuperb views of
the De Vargas pageant yesterday and
he will have hundreds of post cards
made. They will be here in about
ten days and will furnish Santa Feans
with a ne wmethod of advertising the
Ancient City.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

9 27 10

AB. R. H. PO.
..4 0 0 9
4 0
3b ..2 0 0 1
3 0 1 2
.4 0 0 10
3 0 0 2
2 0 0 2
3 0 1 0
2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
c.

V SV9

llSilvbsv

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound

0
2 13

34

P. Berardinelli,
s
field seeds in bulk and package Alarid,
Closson, lb

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

0
1

.3

Totals
Santa Fe

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

1
2

4
4
3

p.

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound

""vr

ALBUQUERQUE FOUR;
SANTA FE ZERO.

1911

S0OI33."

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

W. D. Shea started to umpire the
For quick and definite results.
game but retired in the second as
MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
nothing seemed to satisfy the Duke For
follows SCARLET FEVER, for
City fans, and 0. Digneo took his that
COUGH, for
CROUP, WHOOPING
place.
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

i.cn-man-

GROCERY

Hay Fever and Summer Golds

field.

v

TRY IT

JULY 5,

WEDNESDAY,

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

DE.

4'.4tW AAA
',3

J

WEDNESDAY,

JULY 5, 1911.

THE SANTA FE IfEW MEXICAN, SA3TTA FE, N. M.
the audience to appreciate the splendor of their costumes.
There
And they were splendick
was the intricate bead work of many
colors, the pigeon toed moccasins and
the array of feathers which looked
like a triple extension of eagle wings.
But more striking than their uniforms were their faces! For a variety
of colors they had the maps in the
geographies "beat" and for ferocity,
there was nothing lacking in their
make-uto lead one to believe they
were the real scalpers Fenimore
Cooper has written about.
Most of the Indians rode their Indian ponies without saddles and the

J

p

and wholesome the rule of his Catho
lic majesty. Those religious men have
added greatly to the' success of this
enterprise which was undertaken by
me and my brothers in arms upon the
order and authority of His Excellency
the Count of Galva, Viceroy of New
Spain and the legitimate representative of our Catholic king in these re
gions.
"I shall not speak here of the obstacles and opposition whioh we have
had to overcome during the fifteen or
sixteen months we have been trying
to
the Spanish dominion.
Divine Providence has signally favored our efforts and we have never resorted to force except where it was
absolutely necessary in order to carry
out the purposes and comply with the
obligations which brought us here.
"We have treated the Indians considerately, with mildness and in conformity with the precepts of the Holy
Gospel and of the religion we believe
In, and no spirit of revenge or vindic
tiveness has inspired or directed our
actions, for by the orders given by
our sovereign and by the authorities
acting in his name and likewise the

way they held on to the animals- was
very effective.
The cavalcade marched between a
double line of automobiles from the
Kit Carson monument down to the
Old Palace, and there a body of Pueblo Indians dismounted and others
lined up in front of the historic mansion as Duke De Vargas rode up. The,
Duke dismounted and walked to the
huge wooden cross which had been
erected exactly in front of the spot
which was formerly the entrance to
'
fx
the Old Palace, a few feet west of the counsels and intercession of the relipresent main entrance. The cross gious men who are with us, direct thats
was a massive one, made from old absolute pardon and complete
be observed in regard to the
and
wood and bound by rawhide
our
committed against
Ifs arms faced north and atrocities
thongs.
by those who revolted
south. History eays De Vargas stood brethren
before such a cross when he delivered against tlw royal authority in this
kingdom, destroyed and profaned our
his famous proclamation.
followed out this temples, spurred on as they were by
Duke Armijo
"ritual" and mounted on a platform the blind agents of barbarism and
read the De Vargas proclamation In idolatry.
"We have come here to repair the1
Spanish. His son, Theodore Roose- Hon. B. M. Read, the Historian, Whose Recent History Furnishes the Authvelt Armijo, clad in the dainty cos- - damage caused by the revolt and
entic Account of the Reconquest of New Mexico by Don Diego DeVargas
once more restore the prosperity and
tume of a page, stood at his left.
The speech of Mr. Armijo was that peace which formerly existed here as
of Tip. Vareas on that memorable oe-- well as tn
nf
thp
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY GLORY don, Beatriz Vigil, Dorofeo Sena, caSion. and was taken from the re-- ', the true r?nn Tn von. men nf the na- RE CALLED IN PAGEANT. Marcelino Apodaca, Nemecio Vigil, cent
j tive race,
we come as friends
and
history of Hon. B. M. Read:
Seferino Baca, Francisco Rodriguez,
"Reverend Fathers, Soldiers, Peo - brothers who desire your welfare and
E.
H.
From
Ramon
One.)
(Continued
Baca,
Page
Trujillo y Lopez, Lip and Natives: On this the thir 'wish vonr advancement in riviliza- Hilario Baca, Jose Chavez, Antonio tieth day of December, 1693, we see tion. And I promise you in the name
beauwore
a
Pueblo. His excellency
J. de Martinez, Vidal Lopez. Rafael finally crowned by a decisive and of his Catholic Majesty, King Charles
tifully beaded coat and trousers strip- Medrano, Jose A. Ortiz, Augustin lasting victory the great task entrust- - the Second, sovereign of the Spains
ed with beads and moccasins of rare Pino.
ed to me by his sacred and royal ma - and of all these kingdoms of the new
design and on bis head was a veritHeap Big Chiefs Too.
the Catholic King of Spain, world and I give you the guarantee of
jesty,
able rainbow of colored feathers. He
When De Vargas made'his first en- Charles the Second (whom God pre-'m- y
word as a gentleman, that we will
carried a Lincoln ebony cane which try into Santa Fe in 1692, history re- serve) of effecting the reconquest of protect you against
your enemies and
now is the symbol of his office.
cords that the Indians were friendly the Kingdom of New Mexico which a treat you with the friendly kindness
He represented Governor Luis who and hospitable. Hence it was proper most wicked rebellion wrested from of those who wish you well. We do
had ridden with the original De Var that the red men should be represent--; the hands of its legitimate ruler and not desire to harm you in the slightgas and he was only a little less ed in this pageant as they doubtless one which only drove away his faith-- est degree.
striking than the Duke himself.
x
,And.riS" w11 ful subjects who during three-quar.- ;
dclare onCe more that I take
Then the Guard. .
did the heap big chiefs of neighbor- - ters of a century had had
peaceful formal possession of this town of
to
idea.
take
the
They possession of the country civilizing Santa
Then rode the two captains of the ing pueblos
Fe, capital of the kingdom of
guard, looking all the world like two sent their warriors here Monday night and christianizing the native people. New Mexico, by virtue of the authoriof the Three Musketeers immortalty in me vested. Viva el rey!"
ized by the great Dumas. One was
During the reading of the proclamaa
County Treasurer Celso Lopez, in
tion the name of Carlos the Second
scarlet velvet cape over the customwas cheered by attendants of the
ary uniform and on his head was the
duke and at the conclusion the sword
centusome
hat
customary
plumed
bears drew their swords, the muskewas
The
other
ries ago.
"captain"
teers
raised their firing pieces and
Jose Sanchez, who was attired in
the lancers' their lances and all united
yellow satin.
in a mighty cheer of "Viva el Rey."
The flag bearer, Francisco RodriCarlos the Second, King of
meaning
red
the
flag
guez followed, carrying
Spain in whose name this city was
with a white cross on it, the flag
taken by De Vargas.
carried by De Vargas on his camAt the conclusion of the address
paigns.
the band played the Mexican national
Four Trumpeteers.
Anthem and that part of the historic
Next came the four trumpeteers,
ceremony was over.
Miguel A. Otero, Jr., Santiago Sala-zaBen Alarid and Jose Sanchez,
More Modern Ceremony.
Jr., all superbly mounted and riding
Then the more modern ceremony,
with the grace of Spanish equestrians
having to do with the entry of the
of the good old days when a man
American colonies into the land of
would give a kingdom for a horse.
freedom held sway. Judge A. L. MorAnd Friars Too.
rison was selected to read the DeclaThere were friars, too, Franciscans,
ration of Independence which he did
in the somber brown and thick hab- in a firm voice despite his 78 years.
Ife with pnwla nver their hoaria Thpv
Then the band played the "Star
were mounted on horses, and their
Banner" as the thousands of
Spangled
faces were sufficiently talcumized, it
people lined up in the park cheered
is said, to give them the pallid look of
forget-fulnes-

j
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j

'

rfeJn ?at Lml.
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the .abstemious vegeterian.
The friars were Santos Ortiz, Teles-for- o
Rivera, Jose Dolores Garcia, Carlos Barranca, Candido Herrera and
Martin Borrego.
Eight Lancers.
The eight lancers came next in the
cavalcade. They were attired in red
and yellow, wearing tan shoes and
red stockings.
They were dashing
young men and made a hit with the
ladies in the vast audience.
They
were Thomas P. Delgado, Facundo
Ortiz, Juan J. Ortiz, Fred Alarid,
Hunter,
John V. Conway, Augustin
Romulo Lopez and Antonio F, Martinez.
Now the Real Musketeers.
Now came the real musketeers, .the
men who carried muskets of ye olden
times. They were Bonifacio Sandoval; Florenclo Martinez, Eduardo
Ramon Martinez, Felix Baca,
Lorenzo
Manuel Ortiz y Martinez,
Trujillo and Victor Rodriguez. They
caried old flint lock muskets, resting the butt of the guns on their
thighs. The muskets were loaned by
the New Mexico Historical Society,
Arthur Seligman and James Selig-maand were a pleasing and suitable
feature dn the historical representation.
The Sword Bearers.
The sword bearers, their black
capes and red feathered hats making
theni strikingly effective, then came
into view. They were Pedro Gabal- Ta-foy-

.

'

County Treasurer Celso Lopez Who Was
Don

Prominent as an Attendant

Diego DeVargas.

and yesterday morning these were
"decked out" in all the barbaric splendor of the most puissant of che present day Indian chieftain.
There were four governors,
one
from each of the Indian pueblos of
San Juan, Santa Clara, Tesuque and
San Ildefonso.
They were Jose Antonio Garcia, Jose Eleuterio Castilli-ano- ,
Jose Ranos Archuleta, and Manuel Abeytia.

From the first pueblo came 49 Indians; from the second 12, and the
third 22. These four score Indian
warriors were accompanied to the
city by' their wives and children and
made a dazzling
appearance, the
richly colored blankets striking the
attention of all who came near them.
But in the parade the warriors rode
by themselves, with their wives in

"The rebellion which in 1680' took
possession of this land which had
been so valiantly defended by the
Spanish soldiers and which at the cost
of so many hardships and sacrifices
had been rescued from the hands of
barbarism and idolatry and had been
instructed in the knowledge of the
true God by the ministers and priests
of our only Catholic, Apostolic
and
Roman religion, will never ; prevail
again.

"The worthy and holy clergymen
who are with me and are members
of the order of our holy father, St
Francis, belong to the same order as
those who previous to the outbreak,
did so much to Instruct and christianize and to better the condition
and Improve the customs of the' na
tive people here and make acceptable
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New Mexico National
Guard,
serving as a body guard to the gov
ernor. The boys looked well in their
olive drab tmiforms and they carried
their muskets as though they had for
gotten the heat of the day and the
lavish display of mud before them.
Many, people cheered the "soldier
boys" as they marched by and again
and again the men were called to by
ment,

name.

,i

W'
a

were greeted with applause.
The Fire Department
And the fire department, it was not
forgotten. It was there in Its new
auto-trucdirected by Fire Chiei
Frank Owen, in helmet and wearing
his customary good natured smile.
Frank was given an ovation as were
his trusted fire captains.
The city mounted police then followed, riding eight
abreast on
sprightly horses and to use the current expression of the day, they literally "cut a wide swath."
Then the De Vargas.
Then followed the members of the
De Vargas procession, looking as
brilliant as they had been in their
pageant and again receiving the
plaudits of thousands who appretiat3d
the historical significance and cleverness of it all.
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Honk-Honj
Next.
The rear of the procession or parada
was brought up by the autoists and
the "honk-konk- "
were
machines
worth looking at. There was Sheriff
Closson's car, a bower of beauty. It,
was decorated in red, white and blue,
and standing in it were Miss Colum-bia and Mif s America,
two pretty i
maidens with flowing hair and a cos-- j
tume of the national colors. As Mr.
Closson's beautiful machine passed by
the crowd cheered again and again.
The car was driven by the sheriff
himself and it was rented out to Mrs.
C. W. Dudrow who was in it with a
party of friends.
Dr. J. A. Rolls, although leaving a
car at Valley Ranch, still had another
at his home here and he entered It in
the parade. It was attractively deco- Samuel G. Cartwright, the Energetic Chairman of the Fourth of July
Co mm ittee.
rated with flags and bunting. Thrr.
came other machines, also patriotically decorated.
Among them were
About noon, tired and hungry, the San Ildefonso.
Charles C. Catron's big Lozier; GovThe restaurants and private dinernor Mills' car; A. B. Renehan's E. cavaliers disbanded and went home.
F. M.; Dr. J. M. Diaz running Mr. 1 lie Indian warriors divided up into ing rooms did an enormous business
Owen's car; Dr. J. A. Casner in his iwo groups, one going to the U. S. In and the sunshine and fresh air had
spick and span E. M. T.; T. Z. Winter dian School for dinner with Superin- evidently whetted everyone's appein his car; J, A. Davis in his auto, itmdent C. J. Crandall as host, and the tite.
and many others. C. D. Moulton could others going to St. Catherine's Indian
not get his car in the parade as it had School for their noon day meal.
Foley Kidney Pills are composed ot
Side Lights.
sunk in the mud coming down Palace
selected
for
ingredients specially
avenue at a point where the rain had
A direct descendant of Duke
De their corrective, healing, tonic, and
played mischief with a newly filled Vargas was among the spectators who stimulating eeffct upon the kidneys,
ditch.
C. J. Crandall, J. E. Clark, viewed the pageant and he doubtless bladder and urinary passages. They
and Paul Doran were in the parade viewed it with more than passing in- are
antiseptic, antilithic and a uric
with Cartercars.
terest. His name is Anton De- Vargas acid solvent.
and he resides at Ojo Caliente.
The Route.
He
The parade wended its way around came here expressly to see yesterday's
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
th Federal building making a kind celebration.
of "half moon" there where it was
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
seen in all its beauty, forming a rain- The Santa Fe Club on Lincoln ave- Department of the Interior
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
K'-sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. S. Commissioner
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M.t on
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia d8
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
In Sees. 0 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 Wr.,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-zaPulidor Martinez, Noberto Garcia, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
k
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS

Is Worth Saving, and 8omr
Santa Fe People Know How
to 8av It.

County School Superintendent John V. Conway Who Was in the Retinue of
Don Die go DeVargas.
bow coping around the grounds.
A funny incident in the parade as
it passed the Allison Mission School
was the appearance of the big Angora goat who had come out to see
"
the sight and
gleefully as
it passed by.
At the conclusion of the parade, the
De Vargas portion of it proceeded to
the placita of the Old Palace where
the camera artists took many pictures
of the horsemen. There Governor Mills
called on Duke Armijo and his warriors and warmly congratulated them.
Then De Vargas and his cohorts
rode past Loretto convent and to St.
Michael's College, by special request
and also visited the historic San
Miguel chapel. Governor Mills accompanied the cavalcade, riding in an
auto and as the Indians saw the governor they saluted him most respectfully. The Indian governors were pai
"baa-baaed-

Many Santa Fe people take their
lives in their hands by neglecting the
kidneys when they know these organs
nue was one of the most artistically need help. Sick kidneys are responstamount
hie
vast
and
for
of
a
suffering
decorated buildings
in the city. A
ill health, but there is no need to sufsign "Automobile Headquarters" told
the stranger in his motor where he fer nor to remain in danger when all
would be welcomed and many autoists diseases and aches and paths due to
gathered there during the- - day and weak kidneys can be quickly and perwere hospitably entertained by the manently cured by the use of Doan's
club. Charles D. Moulton, secretary Kidney Pills. Here is a Santa Fe
of the Santa Fe Automobile Club was citizen's recommendation.
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St,
iu charge of the arrangements of this
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recomfeature.
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
It was noticed that the decorations have been used by myself and other
of many of the stores were suited to i members of the family with splendid
the occasion for not only the red, results. The value of Doan's Kidney
white and blue colors were seen bm Pills for relieving pain In the back
also the red and yellow or Spanish and the other kidney difficulties has
colors.
been thoroughly proven to me."
.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
There were many excursionists in cents. Foster-iailbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
in the city not only from Las Vegas New Tork, sole agents for the United
and Albuquerque, but also Espanola, States.
Estancia and sightseers came from
Remember the name Doan's and
Agua Fria, Tesuque, Pojoaque and take no other.
,
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WELL.

Health

The Boy Scouts.

sun overhead.
; The Veterans.
were the
Following the Scouts
Grand Army Veterans, who rode in
a bus. They appeared to be hearty
old warriors and were looked at with
respect and admiration by the spectators lining the street. Following
them came younger " warriors, the
Spanish War Veterans and they too

L

r,

And Now the Governor.
Following the National Guard was
a carriage drawn by two horses. In
the carriage sat the governor of New
courteous.
Mexico, Hon. William J. Mills, and ticularly
S.
at his right Adjutant General A.
Brookes of the New Mexico' National
Guard. The governor was in civilian
costume and the adjutant general was
Seatm his most gorgeous uniform.
ed opposite the governor was Judge A.
L. Morrison.
The governor was
cheered as he rode by and he bowed
to the throngs on either side.

Following the chief executive and
on foot came the Boy Scouts of Santa
Fe as a guard of honor to the gov
ernor. They were under command rA
Scout Master Francis C. Wlfson und
Jihey looked "just too cute for any
thing," according to more tnan one
fond mother or dear sister who lookThe younged at son or brother.
sters marched in excellent order and
Dore up bravely under the hardships
of mud under foot and a blazing July

r
,

of

heartily.
The Big Parade is On.
Quickly the big parade was formed
and proceeded from the east side of
the plaza out Washington avenue,
around the Federal building and down
Lincoln avenue back to the plaza,
moving around on the south side of
San Francisco street and back to the
point of starting.
First came Major Fred Muller, mar
shal of the day; mounted on a charger which he rode with the grace of
the seasoned warrior that he is. The
major was attended by C. J. Neis
and Arthur Griffin, his aides. There
would have been many more aides had
it not been impossible to procure hors
es, as so many animals were needed
in the De Vargas portion of the parade.
Then came the First Regiment band
playing modern military airs and after
the band rode Lieutenant Colonel E
C. Abbott on a fine steed.
Following him marched Company
E, in command of Captain Pacheco
and Company F, in command of Lieutenant Safford, both of First Regi
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Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
5
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

TOWN ADVERTISING.
Any kind of advertising is better
than no advertising, the best and most
gratifying results are obtained by the
community, or the firm, or the man
wfco makes a stijjy of tne public
,
to reach, the wares be has'to
Offer and t&& advertising he puts forth
to connect the two. For that reason
there is especial importance in the
through the use of Automobiles,ofand it is a very
New Mexico Development Conference
INSURANCE..
and necessary kind
Tor-- !
called to meet at Mountainair,
Call On
ranee county, on Saturday, August 5,
by Secretary H. B. Hening of the New
Mexico Bureau of Immigration.
MQULTON-ESP- E
In
years past, there has been consider
able waste by New Mexico communi
SANTA
GENERAL AGENTS,
ties boosting in a haphazard way, of
ten the claims of one place neutraliz!
ing the claims of another. At times
statements
and
too, extravagant
claims were put forth in New Mexico PITCHERS DON'T LOOK GOOD
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On the basis of their showing
against the world's champions, the
juvenile pitching talent of Detroit
does not look like any parade of exceptional merit. In fact, against the
Macks the youngsters looked like a
punk and bush outfit, and it was the
wonder of the champions how the
deuce they managed to stand up as
well as they have shown.
None of them proved to be stars.
Lively has a fair spitball that, when it
is breaking well, is likely to fool
some of the weaker vesesls, but he
has nothing else, and the Mackmen
spun his shoots all over the lot. Covington looks fairly good, but doesn't
shine. Works is no better than he
ever showed, and Lafltte has been ill.
Thus a fair estimate cannot be made
of his ability.
The veterans are in no shape, and
Unexpected Meeting. ..
on this basis alone it Is hard to see
Charles Dickens, taking one of his
where the Tigers can keep np their accustomed strolls in shadow land,
pace unless their twirlers deliver suddenly-- met Mr. Podsnap face to
more than they showed against the face.
'
Macks.
"My dear Podsnap," he said, with
"
If the Chicago pitchers, the New a beaming smile, "this is indeed
York pitchers and the Athletic twirlBut Mr. Podsnap impatiently waved
ers beep up their usual standard of him aside and passed on.
"Well," reflected Dickens, momenpitching they will form an alliance that
will take thiTstarch out of the Junga- - tarily chagrined, "that hurts a little
but he's living up to the reputation
leers.
I gave him, anyhow."
MEYERS ON RUBE MARQUARD
Too Much of a Strain.
"I don't think grand opera In EngIndian Catcher Thinks Giant Southlish will be any improvement."
paw Has Great Future Before
- "You don't?"
Him Has Everything.
"No. When I go to grand opera In
'
Big Chief Meyers, Indian catcher of French I know I can't understand
the New York Giants, is an interest- what they're singing and I take it
ing character. Talk' baseball to him easy. But the strain to try to underHe studies stand English as the grand opera
and you are entertained.
the game. He has an opinion upon stars will sing it will just about drive
every question that arises. Talk to me crazy."
him long enough and you are bound to
be profited.
This Indian also has
To Meet an Emergency.
ideas. One of his opinions is that
'Madam, have you any old clothes
Rube Marquard, the southpaw on the to give away?"
Giant squad, has the making of a great
'1 have a suit belonging to my
pitcher and that the day will come husband, but I fear it Is too big for
when the fans will applaud McGraw you."
)
in advising his purchase at the tre"Oh! that will be all right You
mendous price which was paid tor just set me out a square meal and
1
:cf
him..
watch me eat enough .so that I can
-- ry.
u-"Marquard is destined to become a fill it"
great pitcher,'' said Meyers. "The
young southpaw has been pitching betAn Oversight.
,
ter baseball than he did last year.
"He said your high notes are bird-likeEven then Meyers was absolutely cer- -
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DeVargas pageant apd thus proved
"At the last election the city or Den-ve- r en upon the unenclosed crop of the that the New Mexican was right when
chose quite by chancean asordinary homesteader will totally de- years ago it began to agitate in favor
sessor who. takes himself and his stroy the same in a short time, and the of an annual pageant to replace the
work seriously. He is a man who be- willful driving of stock upon the un old kind of a Fourth of July celebralieves that the levying of taxes by enclosed land of another is an act so tion. Of course, the display meant
guess is neither right nor profitable; a palpably lacking in g00d faith tnat it considerable work on the part of a few
man wno was moveu lo ,uu awuuv. stablisnes an afirmative intent and
public spirited citizens who made the
him and see if some scheme of pro purpose to commit trespass, and there- effort with enthusiasm and without
had
funds
wiiu
viding a community
fore, the stock owner is liable for the sparing time or effort or means. The
not been discovered that was less full amount of the damage done."
cost to the community was comparawasteful and less rankly unjust than
light, and the result very gratitively
the ancient rule of thumb. He found
fying. Now that the foundation has
GAMBLE
WITH
WE
SHOULD
a
found
He
for.
what he was looking
been laid it remains but for the comSTATEHOOD?
scheme of getting at real values which
munity to build upon it in the future.
eliminates nearly all the guesswork
The Albuquerque '. Journal insists The gratification felt yesterday is sufat- s
Flood
of
bitterness
the
minutes
would
30
the
that
and
put
ficient reward for the effort, but Santendant on the old system; and with resolution through the Senate, Per- - ta Fe will receive invaluable advertis
the help of trained experts and public haps they would, but it wouldn't take ing from the success of the pageant
spirited men of affairs, he is trying . president Taft 30 seconds to veto it and next year will see hundreds of visto put that better way in practice.
what then? Another statehood fight itors from the' outside where there
"Now to us, the telling point, the 'for ten or twenty years, another
were only scores yesterday,
con-i- s
thing about this new departure ing act, another constitutional
its instant acceptance by the peo-- ; vention and delays without number, DESTROYING A GREAT INDUSTRY.
There is no doubt that the wool in
pie of the city. There may be there Why risk on a gamble the only real
will be differences of opinion as to chance that New Mexscb has to come dustry throughout the United States
new in as a state?
When Congress
is' suffering on account of Democratic
the method of applying this
for the city must be on its:journs in June 1912, or perhaps May, tinkering with the tariff and if the
from beine mulcted for 1912. New Mexico comes into the Democratic plans succeed, then one
irnari tn k
That of the greatest industries of the nation
an unjust share of state taxes. But Union as a fullfledged state.
so far as the problem is purely local, Arizona stays out is not New Mexi- giving employment to many thouit has met with unqualified approval; co's concern although Arizona has sands will be destroyed. It is no mean
and with remarkably alert under-- New Mexico's sympathy and if New industry that is thus being stifled.
standing. Henry J. Arnold proposed a Mexico had the say, Arizona would For every sheep that is raised in this
plan of reform; and the city, almost come in too. But New Mexico's busi- country the grower pays an average
in a breath, summed it up, pronounced ness at present is too look out for it- of $1 in wages alone, and the aggreit good, and Btarted on the work of self. The president has approved its gate of labor employed directly in the
constitution, New Mexico is virtually business of growing sheep amounts to
putting it in practice. '
in as a state, no power will keep it $60,000,000 a year. There are 150,000,-00- 0
of
illustration
another
"It is just
people in the United States enthe ancient truth that reforms, after out, for no matter how much the
friends of Arizona may rant in House gaged directly in the care of sheep.
all, must come from the people. Man
and Senate, the Taft administration There are $233,000,000
invested in
proposes but men dispose. If the city
has enough supporters in the Senate, sheep in this country and $300,000,000
such
some
been
for
had not
ready
even without Senator Bailey and his more invested in lambs upon which
change, if a thoughtful, serious discontent with the old scheme of guess- friends, to prevent a concurrent reso- they are grown. All this investment
con- is
imperilled by the present agitation.
work had not spread among a majori- lution disapproving New Mexico's
even
the
conceding
stitution,
though
Mr.
ty of the taxpayers of this city,
Arnold might have shouted himself right of the present Congress to adopt
The Denver Times in an editorial
such a concurrent resolution which strikes at a fundamental
truth when
hoarse and worked himself sick; but even
if it were passed would receive it seeks to explain the
he would have accomplished nothing.
prevalence of
"And to The News, this public read the president's veto. New Mexico is graft throughout the United States,
iness for reform is an inspiring thing. in now and it seems not only foolish The desire to make money without
but unpatriotic to risk this status by
The interest in local taxation here is
rendering service, to grab something
the
only method possible, that of pass for nothing, or much for little, is in
interest
of a piece with the quickened
in the tariff. It is one with the grow- ing the Flood resolution in its pres- stilled into American youth from their
ent shape.
early childhood. "I bet you!" is the
ing demand for a commission fprm of
commonest .phrase heard on the
a
is
but
in
It
cities.
part
government
streets and yet, it implies a gamble
NEW MEXICO JAILS.
of the general determination to have
Those who knew of the condition of and graft. No wonder that this de
public affairs administered with someof making the most out of everything of the business judgment that is New Mexico' county jails twenty, and sire
used in the conduct of private affairs. even ten years ago, must be much thing, has Invaded legislative, exec
..
"The man in the' street has at last gratified by the improvement in their utive and even judicial circles the
,l
Chief Meyers.
learned that he, too, is a taxpayer. He sanitary conditions since then and by country over, and that the unearned
is
increment
the
of
desire
practically
the greater humaneness withk which
has learned that no
American enterprise, be it a tain that Marquard. would one day be
man or woman can help being a tax- prisoners are being treated.
How every
trust or a mere individual having a a great southpaw,
payer. He has learned that what the ever, there is still much room for im corner
"The only thing that Marquard
butchershop.
state takes in taxes the landlord re- provement. Some of the county jails
needs is age," continued the Indian.
takes in rents, rind the merchant in continue to be a disgrace to a civilized
"He is young. L He doesn't take baseWhat makes the large cities? The ball seriously. ' Whenever he awakens
prices, and the employer In lowered people, while others are in charge of
wages or shorter time. He has learn- brutal or corrupt jailers who have not Census Bureau answers this question to the fact that baseball Is a business
ed that all the big public burdens are the least idea of what jail discipline or in part today when it announces that as well as a sport, he will become one
twirlers that
shifted back and back until they come Jail regime should be. The Job of the manufactured products of Chicago of the greatest
at last to the one person in our great jailer is one that should be taken out in the census year amounted to the game has produced."
"Why?" the Indian was asked.
Democracy; the Ultimate Consumer. of politics and placed in the hands of $1,281,313,000 or more than four times
"Because he has everything," was
And with this knowledge has come a men who have made criminology
a as much as those of the manufactur
determination to adjust the burden of study, who can look at prisoners in ing state of Tennessee, for Instance, ' the reply.
as much as the jtroduct
"Marquard has wonderful curves. He
public business to the shoulders best jails from the human and humane and 180 times
able to bear it, and to stop the shifting standpoint, and whose main idea is of all the mills, shops and factories has great speed.;.. He has a change of
Mexico. Almost a bini.i". do! pace. In a word, he has everything
of
process as far as may be. The gener- not to make the most money for the larsNew
are invested in Chicpgo's that a pitcher needs. The moment
capital
come
will
on
still be wrestling sheriff
ations to
the allowance the latter is
industries and employ that he fully realizes that baseball is
manufacturing
with this problem; but, at least, we given for keeping each prisoner. There
who are a serious proposition that moment he
must also be separation of boys from ment is given to 350,000 hands
have begun the task.
in salaries and wages will begin to develop into a great
annually
paid
"And the man in the street has confirmed criminals.
In fact,. boys as-twirler. This he Is now beginning to
quarter billion dollars. He' has should not be confined in the county
learned something else.
realize. "
learned that misused public funds are jail together with common drunks and
"Marquard today is a greater pitchRoswell is about to follow Estancia er than he was
the mainstay of all vicious political outlaws. Too often, they leave toe
at this time last year.
machines. The upkeep of a Grafters' jail confirmed criminals because of la the two daily newspaper class.
It is all because :he Is becoming more
Union is paid by the Last Taxpayer; their associations
serious as he becomes older. His, viewthere. In more
point Is changing. A year ago base;
Watch Your Kidneys. V
just as much as the upkeep of a legiti- than one jail there are no separate
mate fire or police department There apartments for male and female pris'Their action controls your health. ball was a game, a sport,; a pastime
is not in the United States today a oners, and if the real story of some Read what Foley Kidney Pills have that he took pleasure .In indulging in.
'
city machine that would not go to New Mexico jails end their keepers done for your neighbor. Mrs. H.- W. But nothing more."
pieces in a year if the "waste of public were told, the scandal would be big- Allen, Quincy, 111., says: "About a ersIt Is interesting also to talk to Meyabout Mathewson. Here is the one
funds were stopped. When the Aver- ger than any that has been, thus far year ago my kidneys began bothering
man
who is the idol of this Indian
to
realise that aired at Washington.
me. I had a swelling in my ankles and
age Citizen has begun
backstop. If any man attempted to
he pays the freight, his next step is
limbs, then headaches and nervous tell him that the game ever produced
The Tucumcari Chamber of Com dizzy spells, and later severe back- a
pretty sure to be an Inquiry into the
greater twirler, then there would be
righteousness of the rates. The de- merce added 118 men to Its member- aches, I was getting worse, when I be- an argument
mand for the scientific collection of ship roll during the month of June, gan taking Foley Kidney Pills. I kept
The Indian Is firmly convinced that
public money will be supplemented by What if the Santa Fe Chamber of Com on taking them until I wa sonce more the Olants will lick the Cubs in the
the demand for a scientific expendi- merce were to do the same stunt dur- freed of ai kidney trouble and suffer- pennant race and that McGraw win be
ture Of public money; and when that ing the present month? Wouldn't it ing, v I have a great deal to thank Fo- the manager of 'the National league
demand Is met, the boss will be a pic- argue well for the assertion that San- ley Kidney Pills for and shall always team which fights for the world'
'
ta Fe is alive and up and doing?
recommend them."
turesque figure of ancient history."
,
championship.
,
nine-tenth-

ESTABLISHED W 1870.

Cepitai Stock
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FENCES AND GRAZING.
UNJUST TAXATION.
The attorney general of Colorado
the
New
Mexico,
in
Unfortunately,
holds with Attorney ueneral Prank W.
majority of men are not
That is one of the reasons that the in- Clancy that under the recent decision
of
equalities o the assessment and tax 0f the IT. S. supreme court, owners
dam-Yestir, unfenced fields may secure
system do not create more of a men
even though most of the
ageS from those who turn out stock
of New Mexico are not tax payers, to graze bo that such stock is bound
unculti-Therthey must pay the taxes indirectly. t0 tresspass on the unfenced
is no getting away from the rated ground. It is only where such
e
fact that the ultimate consumer pays trespass is adverta'nt , that the terri-thstock-takeare
to
relief
taxes
that
law
even
the
fence
torial
gives
taxes, yea,
from the corporations, and the men. Says the attorney general of
railroads. As soon as this fact filters Colorado in his opinion:
through the skull of the man who
It thjls becoms evident that the
pays no taxes, he will begin to sit up rjgllts 0f unrestricted grazing allowed
and take notice, and will realize that- by the Coiora,i0 fence law have well
he too, has some interest in the sys- defiI1(j limitations, and the stock
tern of assessing property and paying owner is not protected when his acts
taxes. It is recognized in Santa Fe amount to a willful driving of his
that the bulk of the taxes for the sup- -- gtock upon the unenclosed lands; of
port of the county and city govern- another without his consent,
ment comes directly from a compara- wmul trgpass; th law
For
tively few businessmen although even
Qwner Uable or tne
consumer
in that case, the ultimate
by tne tres.
occasion(J
amQunt
pays tor me taxes wnen ne uujs mn- pasg
Tne presnt range law gives
chandise or pays rem. dui iu same to both homesteader and stock owner
Fe, the assessments are very unjust certain rights and requires of each
if wealth is to be the measure of the
specific duties.
suggestions and
taxes that should be paid by each in"Again the stock owner, in turning to offer plans that will count effective'
should
pay
if
property
dividual, and
in pr. W. stock loose mut act re asonably ly for the future of the commonwealth.
of the
value;
to
real
its
portion
willful and per- Santa Fe has started something. It
. acts that amount to a
Says the KOCKy juounwu
o his stock upon, the
sigtent
driving
itself yesterday with the
surprised
wellknown
assessor
of
an
it speaks
,and of another.
effect of the
and

BANK

OF SANTA FE.
TSOUESTlUaaNG INSTITUTE

.

'

literature that hurt rather than help-efor the great American public
cannot be fooled for any length of
time and nowadays immigration literature must be precise, truthful and
businesslike in order to secure results.
Mr. Hening has made a study of methods and has compared results with
other agencies and states. Under his
leadership it will be easier for every
county and city arid town to
with every irrigation, mining
and colonization company and thus
work systematically and effectively.
Up to this time the various active
communities of New Mexico have
been "going it alone". There has
been little or no effective
among them for the general good.
Their efforts have been restricted to
their own localities and as a result,
work for New Mexico as a whole has
suffered, and the individual communi
ties have not received benefits com'
mensurate with the effort set forth
or the resources available for development. This New Mexico conference
is for the purpose of comparing notes
adand agreeing upon a state-wid- e
vertising campaign which will help ev
ery community in its individual work
along those lines. Every chamber of
commerce should therefore have rep
resentatives at this conference and

mxarcs,

TffiTOM

Important

or Address,
COMPANY-

For Rates, Etc.,

5, 1911.

J. B. CEAfi, Cashier,
P. UcKAiiE, iishfeat tastier.

'

fcestefll,'
i--

of maryland
Writes automobile insurance, protecting
Owners against damages to the public

s

r,

Secretary-Treasure-

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

Fidelity and Deposit Company

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,

THE NEW rILXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
PAUL A. F. WALTER

i.

General Express Forwarders

Parts of The World

All
SflVfi MOIIPV

UMl IiK"avenleiice by Purchasing Wells.
V1"11
Prgo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
;

Payable

U.

Throughout

That's nothing.

Binks What's nothing? '
Winks Zero.
n.
A Warm

At

J.0. BARNES, Ajrnt.;

J

Retort.

a dinner party an

officer of the
guards was placed with his back to
the fire. - He stood the heat for some
time, but at last was Obliged to ask

for a Are screen.
"A British soldier should always be
able to stand fire," said the host,, a
pompous old squire - who" topught everything belonging to him was perfec
'
tion.
"But not at his back, sir," was the
witty reply. Answers.

Tht

Usual Charge.
He had been the star at a farewell
dinner, because he bad '''accepted a po
sition in New York." When he re
turned, six months later, because he
i
had failed to make good, he said:
i
"Oh, I couldn't stand the town, Itk
too
for me. The lucki
est thing I ever did was to refuse to
sign a five years' contract with the
people who got me to go there."

w

j,

(

.

..

.....

MULLIGAN & RISING
I

I FUNERAL
C

fj

i;

DAT ANIGHT

PHONE,

i' 'fty.,,?:!',;;
go out this, wisy she
screams. . "I couldn't W anything
to put on but my
suit and
"Oh.

I can't

bathing

nof going to face

ltr

aU

that crowd

Life.

Not Her Kind.
"Have you heard?" asked Mrs. Old

Grace Moneylove hat
married an octogenarian T'
"Mercy sakes!" exclaimed Mrs. Just
rich. "Is that so? Well, he may be all
right, but I've never seen a jnasja who
wouldn't eat meat that I'd live wltVJudge.

"that

-

'c.a

,

..

i.

1A

ivo

;

ly and

PALAOl
AVB

Satisfactorily Done;

Telep

fed

as. and

art stggtttd to tte ttorty tj issjetSsi sssj art tsSi

"

onr-'-

1tA Ptn r

SOFT DRINKS

JV'iTVJM

.',

Between Fire and Wstm
"Hurry, dear!" exclaimed the husband., "The flre'is gaining. We must
get out.
Haven't you got your clUthis
v

DIRECTORS

Picture Framing Wasteful

Difference

I'm
in

aS Foreign

Couatriei

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

Blnks Jenkins declares that where
he was this summer the mercury
dropped to zero one night Wlnkis

aid

S., Canada, Mexico

Fip, CO CCU :: x x
LkILOIJtf
Qeauine Aztec 'pricj Mineral Tcttav
SANU

ttfandefnai
water

km

;

FE
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FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE?

Par Mr

CCXKTS

at
BACI

papular, frfljaa,
:
LINE

1K2

" mMU tones.
KECSCIE CCHICI, frg.

JULY 5, J911.

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. II.

UNITED STATES

BANK

TRUST CO.
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Miss Marie Shotto of Albuquerque Is
in the city.
Miss Ida B. Summers of Los Angeles is at tbe sanitarium.
Col. E. W. Dobson of Albuquerque,
is here on legaf business.
Frank Bond, the well known men
chant of Espanola, is in the city.
Mrs. Max Frost is home from a sojourn at Excelsior Springs, Missouri.
Mrs. Margaret Dalies of Willard
spent the Fourth of July in Santa Fe.
Roaiualdo Tenorio, a printer, has
returned to Santa Fe from Estancia.
Miss Lute Foster of Mesilla Park Is
visiting - Mrs. - Castle - on Johnston

a General Banking Business

Does

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

f

B. LAU6HLIN, President
. W. E. GRIFFIN.

Established

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

i

1856.

--

cci

$

1903.

Incorporated

I

GEL B RAT
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I

0

Ji
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What you

We will do our share.

save in buying

"
f

Lefs Pull Together

,

IS YOURS FOR SOMETHING ELSE.

ONE WEEK
ONLY

OUR SPECIAL

White Siiirimer Waists,
at

$1.25 and $1.50 Regular Stock,

(D)C

3Co

Look over the
Selection

INDEPENDENCE DAY

southern Santa Fe county, spent the
Fourth in Santa Fe and was the
MILLINERY BARGAINS
guest of Mrs. W.-B- . Sloan on Hillside
avenue.
Miss Taylor of Cambridge. England,
who has been visiting in Los Angeles,
ONE THIRD OFF
were she met Miss Ruth Laughlin, is a
guest of Miss Laughlin. She is on her On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
way home.
This Month Only.
Mrs. Baca and .Miss Anita Baca, hor
J
daughter, former residents of Santa
Fe where they have many friends are MISS A.
here from Albuquerque for a week's
visit.
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
Mi3S Mary McFie, the
talented
daughter of Judge and Mrs. John R.
McFie is expected back tomorrow ev
ening from Chicago where she has
The New Mexico rnnnng combeen studying.
has prepared ctvn ana crlnilual
pany
...Mrs. Frank Bond and. her charming
dockets especially Tor the use of JusHazel
Misses
and
Amy tices of the
daughters,
peace. They are especialBond,-whwere here for thecelebra-tio- ly
ruled, with
in
yesterday, returned to their home either Spanish orprinted headings,
English, made' of
in Espanola this morning.
good record paper, strongly and
The Rev. Jules Deraches, cliaplain
bound, with leather
and
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium has re- covers And canvas sides. back
hall full
turned from a vacation spent in Las index in front and the fees of Justicef
Vegas where he was entertained by or the peace and constables printed
prominent members of the Catholic In full on tbe 2rst page. The pages
are 10
clergy.
inches--. These books are
Herman Schweizer of the Santa Fei made up in civi? and criminal dockets,
curio rooms, Lawrence F. Lee and At-- ! separate of 3? pages each, or with
torney II. B. Jamison, well known both civil and criminal bound in one
young men of Albuquerque, are in book, SO parrea civil and 320 cases
the city and spent the Fourth here. criminal. To introduce them they aro
They are stopping at tbe Palace.
offered at the following urices
Mrs. C. W. Fairfield, wife of the
Civil or Criminal
2.TE
territorial auditor, C. V. Fair- Combined Civil and OrliHc.-- j .. 4.00
'
field, who has been quite ill at the
For 45 cents additional for a single
sanitarium, is so much improved that docket, or 55 cents additional for a
she will be able to be taken to her combination docket, they will be sent
home on College avenue this evening. by mail or prepaid eroress. Ciah in
, Hon. Malaquias Martinea,
territo full must accompany order. State
rial coal oil inspector, Republican piamiy wnetner English or Spanish
chief" of Taos county, member of tbe printed heading It wanted.
constitutional convention and success
ful rancher, arrived in the city yesterHerewith are some bargains offered
day. He is here on business connected by the New Mexican
Printing comwith the oil department and to attend pany: Code of Civil
Procedure
of the
a meeting of the regents of the SpanTerritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
ish American Normal School.
R. V. Boyle, of .tue office of Land bound, $1 ; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
Commissioner R. P. Ervien, has re Pleading forma. 15: Missouri Code
turned from a vacation visit in Kan Pleadings, 6; the two for $10.
sas. He covered the greater part of Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903.
the Sunflower State in an automobile
and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
and declares the roads fine but the English
run leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
summer climate insufferably hot. ' "'
Cover Pockit Dockets,' single, $1.25;
Mrs. Dixon, of El Rito, who with
New
Miss Maude Hancock had been in two or more books, $1 each.
structor in the teachers' normal in- Mexico Supreme Court Reports, No
stitute at Carrizozo, Lincoln county, 3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
returned with the latter Monday even pilation Corporation La .vs. 75 c. Com
ing. Miss Hancock will go later to pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money'f
Las Cruces where she will be an in- Jigest of New Mico Reports. fuP
structor in the normal institute there. sheen. $6.60; full list school blanks.
Guillermo Garcia, assistant to Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probate
Foley's Honey and Tar Comnound.
court, and Octaviano Larrazolo went Is effective for coughs and colds in
this afternoon to Santa Fe where either children or grown persons. No
they will attend the DeVargas pa- opiates, no harmful drugs. In the
geant and Fourth of July celebration. yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
Las Vegas Optic. Felix Martinez and family left today for Santa Fe, N. M., where they
will make their home.in the future. Mr.
The Pathway to the
Martinez has been with the Remsberg
Mercantile company Tor a long time.
Raton Range.
t',
,
J. P. White, a well known resident
Is most frequently
of Roswell, who has been on the upper
Pecos fishing and'fotttad it good, was
trodden by those
ill Santa eF today on a side trip. Mr.
whose scientific
White is one of the. wealthiest stockknowledge of medimen in the Southwest.
cinal chemicals is

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL 850,000.00

3Co

street.
Jacob W'eltmer has returned from a
trip to his old home in central Pennsylvania.
Miss Martha B. Smith has gone to
Santa Fe for a week's visit. Las Vegas Optic.
Amado Chaves, Jr., of Albuquerque,
la the guest of Otis Seligman on East
Palace avenue.
W. D. Shea of the D. & R. G. left
this morning on a business trip to the
Espanole valley.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz, who was court
interpreter at Tierra Amarilla, has returned to the city.
Dr. T. C. Rivera, formerly of this
city and now at Chamita, is in Santa
Fe, visiting .friends.
National Committeeman
Solomon
Luna, treasurer of Valencia county,
is here from Lqb Lunas.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B.Schwentker and
two children of Albuquerque are registered at the sanitarium.
District Forester Arthur Ringland
came up from Albuquerque to attend
the FourtH Of July celebration.
Ven Brohters Richard and Michael
of St. Michael's College have gone ,to
Bernalillo on business for the college.
The Rev. Father Lonergan, the talented Jesuit who gave the retreat at
the santitarium, has returned to Trin-

F. o. Box, 219.

gj

:

:

(;.;

Mrs... Max Frost fias returned from
Excelsior Springs where she spent several weeks. She is much improved in
health.
Attorney A. B. Renehan is back
from Tierra Amarilla, Denver, Kansas City, where he has been attend'
ing court
Ira A. Morgan, a prominent rancher
of Dayton, is here to visit his son W.
H. Morgan, proprietor of the Morgan

INSURANCE

Livery Company.
Sergeant and Mrs. J. W. Collier and
daughter, and Miss Carrie Menkne-meye- r
went to Santa Fe yesterday, to
spend the Fourth. Estancia.
Hon. Nestor Montoya and Miss
Montoya, of Albuquerque were in the

Boiler)

.

Real Estate
(City

Property-Ranch-

- SurerBonds

W

city yesterday and registered at the
Palace. They left for home today.
Hon. and Mrs. W. Bayard Cutting
and Miss Olivia putting of New York,
are expected "to' arrive her A', ext weelr
to spend the summer in sC-'Fe.
Mrs. Simon Neustadt of Los Lunas,
wife of the well known merchant, was
in the city yesterday for the celebration. She is at the Palace.
Mrs. Harry C. Kinsell, of Stanley,

etc. Renting)

es

t

Offices
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119
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St

San Francisco

LOCAL TRAINS
H:

a

S. KAUNE

GO.

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

Returning arriv
,

(

BERNALILLO

SOME ""SATISFACTION
X

'PLANTS,

Fruit

-

s""

In Season.

Phone Black

12.

V

i;

il

I

'

v--

f.

1

,

:
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Underwear,

Suits 60c and $1.00

ce

ALL KNOW what the " B.
Them in
Suits at $1.00

YOU

We Have

V.

Js&rht
D." Quality is.

and $2.00 per Suit

COME AND LET US SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE.

W. N. TOWNSEND
XXXXXXXSSVSJSJSX XX XX

;

X X X X X X X X

I

NO WAITING

jj

Until Summer is Over. Now is the Time
You Need

Them.

I Midsummer Closing Out Sale
WHITE GOODS. LAWNS, EMBROIDERIES.

A

Grand Opportunity to Get Bargains.
DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

S ADOLPH

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

St

CO.

X

Circassian Walnut

dis-

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

Magnifcent Display

Elegant Style
--

Co.

Reliable"-

AT-

FURNITURE

You Must See

-

GO.

It to Appreciate Its Beauty.

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.

DRUGGISTS

'

from, north.

sh

4

d

rnone in

t

. . w.

Mini pnone

...

Red 58

4
A

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

Instead of liquid
Antiseptics Peroxide

First Class Work Guaranteed

or

YOUR

many people are now using

BLACKBERRIES

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic

:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Ale

SIGN WRITING

Delivered to your house.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
&

Son

Patronize home industry.

'

I

A Swell Line of
j

Waw Anfr n Srarf

'

THTT

NUOIS

SEKVICE

DAY

.

AND

TS

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Electric Stoves

Electrics Toasters

Electric. Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

Water- Hcsttrt enfHPerco!ater&

;

;

Santa Fe Water and Eight Company)

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO

ft

New Moxlee.

Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

309 San Francisco
The new toilet germicide powder tojbe
' FOR PRESERVING NOW
dissolved in water as needed.-Fo- r
Street
ail toilet and hygienic uses It Is
more
not
will
economical.
setter
be
and
will
They
cheaper but
To cleanse and whiten the
teeth, lemove tartar and
go higher
prevent decay.
To disinfect the mouth, de- '
disease germs, and
DAILY RECEIPTS OF
' stroy the breath.
trorify
To keep artificial teeth and
CARPENTERS
bridcre work clean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth ana
AND CABINET MAKERS.
purify the breath after smoking.
To eradicate perspiration and oody
odors by sponge bathing.
The best antiseptic wash known.'
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
H. S. KAUNE
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
OG inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat, wounds
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. box, druggists
or oy mall postpaid. Sample Free.
THE PAXTON TOILET CO.3ovrrN.MAM All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, Red 15.
v.
:

WIRE

-

CO.

&

Vegetables

i

mm

SOLE-AGEN-

Brand

ttWyCHWWeisMte9C&

r1

--

&.

:

we use

J. P. Steed

Wadding

mt.
' "Santa Fe,

" """

&JY

p. m.

i

and Table Bouquets and Deeoratlen.
Funeral Detent.
Out of town erdora given cartful attentian. ' An extra eharoo of He

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

APRICOTS

'

Omv Stock of WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE CUT J
; GLASS, FINE CHINA and JEWELRY is selected '
k,'" i jpdrapnally, and we stand back of every article., .

Cllt FlOWerS
a
A bpeclalty

:

For SOMETHING SWELL look at these.

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No,
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
from No. 3 east.

AND PEACHES

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.

C. YONTZ,

Arrive 3:05

AND CHERRIES

JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

i-- H.

"Always

They
:

Silk and Wool Union Suits, $2.25.

that

Butt Bros.

D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.

SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES

Arch Props and Supporters.

...IN BUYINQ...

Give Satisfaction.

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

11:1V

Them?

"

...WE ALSO HAVE...
i

at Santa Fe

:

Ever Worn

our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

P. m.

Can't Be Beat.

WILL HELP,

Crown

Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard

1

BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES

For

reason,

eastbound.

p. m.
,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

chemicals

pensed.

Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10

WATERMELONS,

frrtthe- oFouRr

1Q

of

:

You

1.00

: : :

They are Solid Comfort.

upon the manufacturer for the quality

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No.

If Your Instep is not Strong

:

slight. The Drug.
gists themselves are
largely dependent

TIME TABLE ALL

Santa Fe, New Mexico

..

Have

Drug Storej

a

O.C.WATSON &CO.

Union Suits,

dur-ahl- y

Cer-rillo-

Phone 36

:

:

Being Uncomfortable

OROSKNiT
Suits, :: $1.00

ce

n

J. H. McHughes, formerly city marshal and a noted rifleman in the National Guard, is here from Los
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dOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both NorthandlSoutb.'J
SStage tor Van Hoaton N, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M.. at 9.00 a. m, dally excep;
iundsys, Fare fe.oo one way S3.50 round trip; flfty pound baggaze carrted free.
O. 4 9. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- -. for the south at 11;11 p. in. arrives from Ithe
that 4:38 a. va

J. VAN H0U7EN,
V. P. & G. M.,

G. DEDMAN,

Sucerlntendent.

Sp

of

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
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phant with blrdshot.
Your advertisement is you
exemplified In type and pictures.
As a rule, the advertising of a
finished product is most profitable.

good which
is inspired by a man without a
correct view of life.
Good advertising
is always
positive. It deals with the real
No

High Fly Ball.

Trls Speaker, of the Boston Amer
ican league team, is probably one of
ie greatest men In the game when it
jmes to playing a short center field,
nd that is one of the tests of your
reat outfielder.
Tris is one of the

rtFZ1l?

From Santa Fe

Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance. Thence

THE

is.

lifeintelligently,

a similar character.
Write right straight at a definite person one mentally selected as a type of the people
who should see your product
and you will come mighty near
hitting somebody hard.
Advertisers should endeavor
to educate the taste of their
buyers up to the point where
they will appreciate the advantage of the best merchandise. In
this field no one has a monopoly.
Anyone can cut prices, but it requires a master to sell goods at

Trls Speaker Is One of Few Outfield
ers Who Can Run Back After

5HIP YOUR FREIGHT

of

things

,

ASK FOk TICKETS

advertising

boostingly.
Dealers sometimes ask them
selves this question: "Is this
advertiser trying to help me or
trying to soak me?"
There is a pile of difference
between drudgery and intelligent work the former kills and
the latter maketh alive.
It is better policy to advertise
the benefit obtained by the use
of an article than to contrast
that article with other makes of

CLEVER BOSTON BALL PLAYER

1

BY. ROBERT FROTHINGHAM.
When In doubt, don't.
You can never kill
an ele-

a profit.

A business gets cramped and
enervated by being kept cooped
up In an office all of the time.
Give It the advertising exercise
that Is necessary for its good
health. Let your business get
out Into the country where it
can
recuperate. Advertising
will take It there and make it
acquainted with the people it

EAST

meets.

THE POWER

ROUTE

WEST

Fr rates and full

Has Proved to Be Stronger Than Merit
Constant Pounding Bound to
Bring Results.

What a mighty power is advertising!
The best advertised four-pl"all linen" collars of the United States are
h
largely cotton and will not wear
as long as the pure linen collars
of England and Germany, that cost no
more. But who knows about the superior foreign collars in this coun-

information address

EUGENE FOX,

y

& p-- Agent.
El Paso Texas.

one-tent-

try?

I

The best copper and zinc plate for
photo engravers in the world is made
in Germany, but not advertised. As
a result American zinc and copper is
taking the English market through
sheer force of advertising. You may
think and say what you will about the
mightiness of truth and its ultimate
prevalence but we must admit the
force and effect of advertising, which
amounts to this: if a statement is constantly dinged into our ears we are
silly enough to incline to believe it to
the point of biting on the bait
Advertising Is stronger than the
merit of the article. In this age a
man might make the best article of
the sort ever made and live in poverty unless, he advertise it, while his
neighbor, making a distinctly inferior
article rapidly becomes a "malefactor
of great wealth" through audacious,
not to say mendacious, advertising.
The bold advertiser is the apotheTris Speaker.
osis of the flannel-moutbraggart we
all knew In school, the empty, bottomfew men who can go back after a fly
less blowhard, who impressed his perball. Almost any outfielder can play
on his less aggressive fellows
the field deep and come in. But when sonality
and brass and became
by Bheer
you get a fellow who can play short the leader gall
in his little circle. Of course,
and then go out, you have a Jewel.
the teacher and the shrewder boys discerned the fakir beneath all his noise
IT and dust, but the sullible many did
(
not and who clow not know that
fools, in all the seven ages of man,
are an overwhelming majority?

SPEND THE 4TH OF JULY
1w

IN SANTA FE.
s

t

GRAND CELEBRATION

ft

De Vargas Pageant,
Races, Base Ball Game,

ft

I

Band Concert,

i

Indian Dances,

h

and Fire Works.
From

all Stations on Denver

Tickets on Sale July

1,

& Rio

2, 3

Grande R. R.

i

andL

Amonsftk

4

Return Limit, July 6.

DOCTORS
C.

C.

SHOULD

Young,

ADVERTISE

Chicago

Physician,

Creates Stir In Address to
Texas Practitioners.

M go State Fair

New

Treatment l Not Altogether New-Ex- pert
Says It Quickens Sluggish
Brains and Wits.
Baseball dope, the batting averages,
league standings, vital statistics and
the rest of the assorted,
information, is now being
put to practical use In curing backward minds and incorrigible students
in the Newton Technical high school.
Boston.
However, the use of baseball for the
treatment of ailing minds Is not altogether new, for Dr. W. O. Krohn, former professor of psychology at the
University of Illinois, and head physician at the Kankakee asylum, asserts that baseball was used most beneficially while he was at the state institution and he had as an asistant
Frank Pfeffer, who pitched for the
Cubs last year and this year 1b with
the Boston Nationals.
Dr. Krohh Is a firm believer in the
use of baseball as a treatment for the
insane, but says that it Is especially
valuable in quickening dull wits and
speeding the sluggish brain into activity.
"You might say without departing
from the literal truth that baseball
makes the insane sane and the sane
insane," said the doctor. "At least
the sane often give manifestations of
viqlent insanity while the insane seem
rational while under the influence of
baseball."
The new curative baseball scheme
became effective when it was found
that baseball was something which, if
properly applied, instilled a new Interest into the fading intellects of the
unfortunates. It made smiles of intelligence come on their faces. Their
listless eyes brightened for a moment,
apathy was dispelled, the
mouths closed all at the mention of
Hans Wagner's batting average and
its comparison to Lajoie's cunning.
Dr. Krohn is an
heavyweight expert In the psychological
lore, and talks Interestingly of his experience with the inmates of the state
half-ope-

n
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No Man is Strongs

I nan tits btomacb

A strong man is strong all over. No man can

ti.i.

despond-en- t,

a man should use Dr. PUrco'a Golden Medical
It cures disease i of the stomach and other
organs of

Such

Dlmeovery.

digestion and nutrition. It enriches the blood.
Invigorates the liver, strengthens the kidneys, nourishes
th nerves, and bo GIVES UESiTII 2SXD STRENGTH TO

THE WHOLE BODY.
You can't afford to accept a lecret nostrum as a substitute tor this nonalcoholic medicine
known composition, not even though the urgent dealer
may thereby make acjlittle bigger prolit. Ingredients printed on wrapper. R. Crandall, City; W. R. Jones, England; W. D. Miera, Newton, Kas.; Arthur Ringland, Albuquerque; J. H. AlPalace.
lison, Robert Rogers, E. Meyers,' AlNestor Montoya and Miss Montoya, buquerque; Ben Ehrlich, Denver.
Albuquerque; John Collier and family,
Coronado.
Estancia; Mrs. F. Bond, Miss H. Bond,
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, Taos; C.
Miss A. Bond, Espanola; Miss A. Mil- Barber Squires, E. W.
Yorst, Albuquerler, Pueblo; Master Franklin Bond, Es- que; C. Herrera, Pojoaque; M. C. Baca,
panola; C. Martin, George P. Scwab, Conant; Alfredo Valdez, Park View;
Denver; O. J. Durand, Albuquerque; Mrs. E. W. Stevens, City; Maude
William iraser, Valdez;
Ben Lobato, Cityj D. Cross,
George C.
Manly, Denver; Leandro Tafoya, San- Moriarty; Oscar
Bassett, Venus;
tiago Naranjo, Davenport Shermer, James Lee, Alamosa; Mr. and Mrs. M.
Santa Clara Pueblo; C. A. Carruth,
Bowdich, Albuquerque; Candido Padil-lH. McGibbon, Cty; Peter OlManzano; Philip Brett, Chicago;
son andV.uiss Olson, Las Vegas; Mr. Silviano Roibal,
Chamita; G. Garcia;.
and Mrs. Vincent Tracher, .Lansing, LI Armijo, Las Vegas.
Mich.; Miss A. M. Tuliy, Orange; Mrs.
Frank Emerson, Glorieta; Dan Padil-la- , j
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
The regular annual meeting of the
Albuquerque; Frances Howard, Albuquerque; W. P. Towne and family, stockholders of the New Mexican
Cerrillos: A, H. Jones, Dallas;
J. Printing Company will be held at the
Eaton;, Las Vegas; Eugene Keny-mic- ofHce of the company In the city of
Peralta; Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on MonMarston, Boston; Solomon Luna, Los day, July 10th, 1911. All stockholders
Lunas; H. Schweizer, Lawrence F. Lee will take notice and govern them'
and H. B. Jamison, Albuquerque; O. selves accordingly.
3
JOHN K. STAUFFER, '
F. Bishop, New Haven, Conn.; N, C. j
"
I
Case, Forest Service; Pegg, Hagers-towSecretary.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 26, 1911.
Ind.; W. Spencer, Emporia,
Kas.; J. Moss, Cheshire, Conn.; Mr.
Herewith are some bargains offered
and Mrs. Charles Hill, Dolores; J. W.
Francis, Jas Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. J. F. by the New Mexlcan Printing com-- !
Williams, Bertha Turner, Ella Ames, pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Cerrillos; G. Montoya, Bernalillo; Em- Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
ma L. Reynolds, Albuquerque.
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Code
L. Rayburn, Springfield; C. J. Neis Pleading forms, IE; Missouri
and Edward L. Safford, City; C. H. Pleadings. $6; the two for $10.
Brassee, Albuquerque; J. S. Harris, Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Miss Robinson, Mrs. Robinson, Miss of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
Abrahamson, City; Mrs. C. C. Wise, English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Waldo Wise, Eagle Grove, la.; Mr. full leather
i. Sheriff's Flexible
and Mrs. Jacobo Chavez, City; Mr. and Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
Mrs. P. M. Lienau, and children, City; two or more books, $1 each.
New
Mrs. Simon Neustadt, Los Lunas; Mr. M'xico Supreme Court Reports, Not.
and Mrs. B. B. Nayier, Jr., Raton; 3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
Frank eKefe, Miss N. Friday, City; pilation Corporation Lairs, 75 c. ComMrs. Zane and Miss Helen Zane, Phila- pilation Mining Laws, RQ c
Money's
delphia; Miss Anna Dorman, Jean A. Oigest of New Mexico Reports. fuU
McGibbon, H. R, McGibbon, Mrs. Pat- sheen. $6,50; full list vhool blanks.
terson, Mrs. Byrd, Miss True, Miss
If you want anything on earth Try
Bryan, City; Frank Bond, J. B. Flack,
Espanola; A. J. Westland, Denver; a New Mexican want ad.
Mrs. W. N. Taber, Glorietta; Mr. and
Mrs. Hewitt, New York; J. P. White,
August Kleine, J. M. Murphy, Gonzales; John N. Zook, City; May Ella
Whipple, Helen E. Greenwood, Sarah
Averill, Worcester, Mass. ; M. J.

Hotel Arrivals.

"

o;

a,

k,

institution.
"In Kankakee there are men lunatics who sit from day to day and
don't move a muscle or think a
thought," said the doctor. "They don't
live; they merely endure like a piece
of furniture. Come up behind a group
of them and whisper to them, 'How
about a little game of ball.' and you'll
see a change that is surprising."
Dr. Krohn told of the successful
teams that had been organized from
the material found in the asylum.
"They'll take their positions in the
field when the game is called. A man
who is in for believing himself to be
the missing link is pitcher. Another
whose ailment results from imagining
himself a complete Egyptian dynasty
is catcher. The first baseman is the
same sad fool you will see at other
times, walking around with his head
thrown back. He is balancing
his
nose for fear it might fall off his face
if he didn't. And so with the rest of
them. Crazier than a quilt.
"And the fans. They're still crazy,
only in a conventional way for the
time beingf
"The firs ball is thrown. It's hit.
The batter runs to first base. His
mind is as clear as a looking glass.
"The whole thing is only a case of
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; E. L. Hew-ettmaking the person occupy himself
I. Sparks, City; M. P. Sawtelle,
with something that is interesting to R. Hicks, Charles N.
Davis, Albuquerhim and baseball is one of the very
que; Pedro J, Baca, Victoriano
few things that can interest the inPajarito Ranch; A. Mennett,
.
sane.
Las Vegas; Jake Simon, New York.
"With the same idea in mind, facMontezuma.
ulties of schools for backward and inH. E. Welter, J. B. Caldwell, Denver;
corrigible students have stimulated the
feeble minded by making them employ I. Knowlton, J. F. Gibbons, Albuquertheir time working at something they que; Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Barr, Joseph
liked, and the faculties learned that McNutt, Tucumcari: Floyd E. Patti-there was nothing as generally popu- son, Mesilla Park; W. R. Jones, Liver
lar as baseball dope."
pool, Eng.; Mrs. G. Falconer and Miss
Falconer, Mcintosh. W. J. Bailey. At
JIMMY COLLINS IS RELEASED chison, Kas.; B. H. Eggleston, Wash
ington, D. C; Frank Harvie, Atchison;
B. S. Phillips, Truchas; Shorty Frank,
Second
Atz,
Baseman,
Jakey
AppointCharley Flint, Espanola; H. H. Brook,
ed Manager of Providence EastBuckman; G. Volney Howard, Santa
ern League Team.
Fe; Dr. T. C. Rivera, Chamita; Henry
Jimmy Collins, manager of the Essinger, El Paso; Willam Rogers,
Providence Eastern league team and Cerrillos; Joan B., Ballantyne, City;
formerly with the Boston Americans, J. H. Hughes, Cerrillos; H. P. Warner,
has received his unconditional release City; L. Rosenbach, San Francisco; J.
from President Crowley. Jake Atz, the L. Hubbell, Ganado,
Arizona; A. P.
Towne and family, Cerrillos T. W.
Ford, St. Louis; H. P, Warner, R. C.
Campbell, Nora Brumback,' Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. Conway, M. O'Con-nel- l,
Sr.; M. O'Connel, Jr.; Miss K.
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Dictionary
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THE MERRJAM WEBSTER?

Rrnu
Sr"8?

a NEW CEEA-TION, covering every
field of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
Became 14 defines over 400,000
Words; more than 'ever
before appeared between two
Coven. 3700 Pages. 0000 IlU is

lustrations.
lUrant It is the only dictionary
with the new divided
page. A "Stroke of Genius."
is an encyclopedia in
Because

t

a single

volume.

the

18

Reesnte

accepted by
r"T"?
Courts, Schools and
Press as

the one supreme

thwity.
you

be

who knows Wins
Sneoess. Let us tell
about this new work.

Recant

r"""

an-

4 WBRI far spmIm if
"The one great way of educating
sail.O'Connell, Mrs. M. O'Connell, City;
CS C glJUAII CO.. fVwt. SprWiM, Mm.
Col. E. W. Dobson,
the people In the proper manner, of
Albuquerque; H.
tfcli
p, wdn ran of ptlttt pa
S. Lutz, City; J. F.
creating public sentiment that will
Vaughn, City; Dr.
further the interests of our profesas well as any other class of
Certainly seems like a batters' year. sion is
Ping Bodie ought to be renamed men, through the press both newspapers and magazines."
"Pinch."
This was the keynote of an address
Athletics are beginning to play like
delivered before the Bexar County
real world's champions.
Ford is one of the few high priced Medical society at San Antonio, Tex.,
recently, by Dr. C. C. Young of Chibeauties who has made good.
Philadelphia Athletics appear to cago. The declaration created a stir
among the physicians present
have struck their winning stride.
Continuing, Doctor Young said he
Major league ball teams now may
be known by the number of hits made. was unable to understand why docSomehow or other the fans do not tors should not write for newspapers
relish a return to the days of two hit as well as any other citizens, without
calling down on their heads the adgames.
The Tigers keep right on winning, verse criticism of their fellows, and
and they don't seem to care who that this was the one way of educa'
ting the people so that they would be
.
knows it.
able to guard against charlatans and
Ogden, $56.50.
Now the tip has gone out to manushould
not
He
asked
the
why
quacks.
facturers of baseballs that less hitdoctor advertise as does any other
ting is desirable.
$62.50
After all, Harry Steinfeldt finds professional man. If he faithfully repJakey Ats.
baseball more profitable and more fun resented his ability and equipment?
than plate selling.
teteran second baseman of the Grays,
Umpire Jack Doyle evidently beBe Persistent
lieves what President Lynch says
The chief reason that everybody Is was appointed to succeed Collins.
about upholding his umpires.
Dissatisfaction with the way the
not successful is the fact that they
Clyde Engle, the Red Sox third have not enough persistency. Do one team has been directed is understood
sacker, ...became a ball player for his thing well, throwing all your energies to have caused the owners, to make
health. His brother Harry was a star into it The successful man, unlike the change. President Crowley said
on the Dayton team and advised him the poet, Is made, not born. John that every effort would be made to
to take up the game.
strengthen the team,
Wanamaker.
No Chance for Them.' '
He Always Gets There.
-It must seem strange when it snows,
It Is claimed that a poet who flourHad
Mary
To
man who mbtlon lacks;
the
1
1st
ished in the days of King Arthur lived
It matters not how slow he goes,
Mary had a little curl
s
to the age of one hundred and fifty
He can't help making; tracks.
That hung beside her ear.
But when she went to bed it hung
years."
Upon the chiffonier.
AA
"Yet we occasionally hear of people
Unusual Case.
,
who think they can break the fasting
"Oryson is the most secretive man
An Old Delusion.
records."
I ever saw."
i
Father of the Fair One How can
"He certainly is a close mouthed
Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th; July 1st to 5tti.
you possibly think of marrying my person. Why, If he knew a chorus
Return limit, SepCompelled to Worry.
You say that by the
daughter?
"More trouble!" said Mr. Bliggins.
r
girl and she tripped out on the stage
tember 15th, 1911. Liberal
i
Privileges.
can save only with 19 other chorus edrla. and Grv- "Why. I thought you were a mem- strictest economy you
I
ten dollars a month
I son was slttlnar In thai' frimt
ber of a "Don't Worry club'."
in or For further particulars cull on
Poor, but Worthy Poet-Oyes: I In a box with Several , friends, be
"Yes. but they fixed It so that I
any agent of the Santa Fe
can't avoid worry. They made me but if we both save It will be $20!- - 1 wouldn't tell ahyobdy he waa ae-Meggendorfer Blatter..
aualnted with that KlrL" ; ,
secretary and treasurer.'! ,
-

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

13, 14, 1911,

San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via

,

Write for Premium List and Program.

Returning via Portland,

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

.

f

EXCURSION RA1ES ON ALL RAILROADS

ISAAC BARTH,

be

strong who is suffering from weak stomach with its
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
of the stomach and its associated organs, which impairs digestion and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is a loss of the nutrition
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
strength. When a man "doesn't feel just right,"
when he doesn't sleeo well. ho. on
feeling in the stomach after eating, is languid, nervous, irritable and
he is losing the nutrition needed to make
strength.

,

ALBUQUERQUE,
October 9, 10,11,12,

JULY 5, 1911.

WEDNESDAY,

BASEBALL CURE FOR INSANE

The National commission the other
day was appealed to for a verdict on a
matter which it considered was not
within its province. It seems that a
player named Lynch, a Californian.
who has been signed by the New
York Americans, signed while still in
college. He is from St. Mary's college, where Chase came from. The
college authorities wrote to the national commission to know whether
Lynch, having sigped to play professional ball, was a professional or
still an amateur. The commission replied that it didn't deal with such
questions. The case is analogous to
that of Clarkson of Harvard, Vaughn
of Princeton and Schultz of Pennsylvania. These men all signed professional contracts while still In college.
This question appears to be one for
each college to settle as it thinks fit.
Clarkson's act made him ineligible at
Harvard, whether or not he received
any money prior to comDletine his
Schultz
college course.
announced
that he had signed, which ended his
It is not
playing for Pennsylvania.
probable that Vaughn would have
been allowed to play at Princeton
again, but as It was conditions in
studies kept him off the1 nine anyway.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

3TEW MEXICAN",

I

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept,
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Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
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June 27 to July 5, Aug,

i

Secretary-Manage- r.

7

to ll.

i

Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Notice for Publication.
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri(07533.,)
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M. ,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Register.

o

June 13, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Jacinto
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for
sec. 35, township 15 N, range
NE
11 E, has filed notice of intention to
make final five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before register or receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
day of July, MIL
Claimant names at witnesses. !
ar

TO AND FROM

ROSWELL
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswetl, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
l
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-weat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Rogwell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
rare between Sanfa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance
and
Roswell $io. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Ros-wel-

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.

June

-

to September 30th,

Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
Direct Routes,

Stop-Ove-

b,

1

K

$4 .90

t
tJuiJ.UU
.

n: S.XUTZ, Afent

WEDNESDAY,

JULY 5, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. SI.

I The ROADS
I of DESTINY
O.HENRY

is

bj F. L. Nelson
Three leagues, then the road ran,
and turned Into a puzzle. It joined
with another and a longer road at
right angles. David stood uncertain
for awhile, and then sat himself to
rest, upon Its side.
Whither those roads led he knew
not. Either way there seemed to lie
a great world full of chance and peril.
And then, lying there, his eye fell
upon a bright star, ona that he and
Yvonne had named for theirs. That
set him thinHng of Yvonne, and he
wondered if he had not been too
hasty. Why should he leave her and
bis home because a few hot words
lhad come between them? Was love
,so brittle a thing that Jealousy, the
(very proof of it, could break It?
Mornings always brought a cure for
the little heartaches of evening. There
was yet time for him to return home
without any one in the sweetly sleeping village of Vernoy being the wiser.
His heart was Yvonne's; there where
he had lived always he could write his
poems and find his happiness.
David rose, and shook off his unrest
and the wild mood that had tempted
him. He set his face steadfastly back
along the road he had come. By the
time he had retraveled the road to Vernoy, his desire to rove was gone. He
passed the sheepfold, and the sheep
scurried, with a drumming flutter, at
his late footsteps, warming his heart
by the homely sound. He crept without noise into his little room and lay
there, thankful that his feet had
escaped the distress of new roads that
Copyright

night

How well he knew woman's heart!
The next evening Yvonne was at the
well in the road where the young
congregated in order that the cure
might have business. The corner of
her eye was engaged in a search for
David, albeit, her set mouth seemed
unrelenting. He saw the look; braved
the mouth, drew from it a recantation,
and later, a kiss as they walked homeward together.
Three months afterward they were
married. David's father was shrewd
and prosperous. He gave them a wedding that was heard of three leagues
away. Both the young people were favorites in the village. There was a procession In the streets, a dance on the
green; they had the marionettes and a
tumbler out from Dreux to delight the
guests.
Then a year, and David's father died.
The sheep and the cottage descended to
him. lie already had the seemliest wife
in the village. Yvonne's milk pails and
her brass kettles were bright ouf!
they blinded you in the sun when you
passed that way. But you must keep
your eyes upon her yard, for her flower beds were so neat and gay they restored to you your sight And you
might near her sing, aye, as far as the
double chestnut tree above Pere
blacksmith forge.
- But a day came when David drew
out paper from a long-shdrawer,
and began to bite the end of a pencil.
Spring had come again and touched
his heart
Poet he must have been,
for now Yvonne was well-nigforgotten. This fine new loveliness of earth
held him with Its witchery and grace.
The perfume from her woods and
meadows stirred him strangely. Daily
had
gone forth with his flock, and
brought it safe at night But now he
stretched himself under the hedge and
pieced words together on bis bits of
paper. The sheep strayed, and the
wolves perceiving that difficult poems
made easy mutton, ventured from the
woods and stole his lambs.
'David's stock of poems grew larger
and his flock smaller. Yvonne's nose
and temper waxed sharp and her talk
blunt Her pans and kettles grew dull,
but her eyes had caught their flash.
She pointed out to the poet that his
neglect was reducing the flock and
bringing woe upon tne nousenoia. David hired a boy to guard the sheep,
jocked himself in the little room in
the top .of the, cottage, and wrote
more poems. The boy, being a poet
'

upon by 'a sea of books.
Monsieur Bril had a conscience. He
flinched not even at a mass of manuscript the thickness of a finger length
and rolled to an Incorrigible curve.
He broke the back of the roll against
his knee, and began to read.
He
slighted nothing; he bored into the
lump as a worm Into a nut seeking for
a kernel.
Meanwhile, David sat marooned.
trembling In the spray of so much literature. It roared in his ears. He
held no chart or compass for voyaging
in that sea.
Half the world, he
thought, must be writing books.
Monsieur Bril bored to the last page
of the poems. Then he took off his
spectacles and wiped them with his
handkerchief.
"My friend, Paplneau, is well?" he
asked.
'In the best of health," said David.
How many sheep have you. Mon
sieur Mignot?"
Three hundred and nine, when I
counted them yesterday. The flock has
had ill fortune. To that number it has
decreased from 850."
You have a wife and a home, and
lived in comfort The sheep brought
you plenty. You went into the fields
with them and lived in the keen air
and ate the sweet bread of contentYou had but to be vigilant
ment
and recline there upon nature's breast
listening to the whistle of the
blackbirds in the grove. Am I right

There Is a bird," said Monsigneur
Bril, "that shall assist where I am
disposed to shirk a duty. You know
that bird, Monsieur Mignot; he is the
philosopher of the air. He is happy
through submission to his lot None
so merry or
as he with his
whimsical eye and rollicking
step.
The fields yield him what he desires.
He never grieves that his plumage is
not gay, like the oriole's.
And you
have heard. Monsieur Mignot,
the
notes that nature has given him? Is
the nightingale any happier, do you
think?"
David rose to his feet The crow
cawed harshly from his tree.
I thank you, Monsieur Brll," he
said, slowly. "There was not then, one
note among all those
nightingale
croaks?"
I could not have missed it," said
Monsieur Bril, with a sigh.' "I ' read
every word. Live your poetry, man;
do not try to write it any more.".
I thank you," said David, again.
"And now I will be going back to my

h

h--

by nature, but ngt furnished with an
outlet in the Way of writing, spent his
time in slumber. The wolves lost no
time in discovering that 'poetry and
sleep are practically the same; so the
flock steadily grew smaller. Yvonne's
111 temper increased at an equal' rate.
Sometimes she would stand in the
yard and rail at David through hia
high window. Then you could hear
her as far as the double chestnut tree
above Pere Gruneau's blacksmith
s ,
forge.
M. Paplneau, the kind, wise, med
dling old notary, saw this, as he saw
everything at which his nose point;
ed. He went to David, fortified him
elf with a great pinch of snuff, and
said:
"Friend Mignot, I affixed the seal
upon the marriage certificate of your
father. It would distress me to be
obliged to attest a paper signifying
the bankruptcy of his son. But that is
what you are coming to, 1 speak as
an old friend. .Now listen to what I
have to say. You have your heart
set I perceive, upon poetry. At Dreux,
I have a friend, one Monsieur Brll
Georges Brll. He Uvea In a. little
cleared space In a household of hooks.
He is a learned man; ho visit Paris
each year; he himself , baa written
books. He will tell you when the catacombs were made, how they found
oat the names of the stars, and why
the plover has a long bill. - The i
lng and the form of poetry ia to him
as intelligent as the baa of a sheep
la to you. I will give you a letter to
him, and yon shall take him your po
ems and let him read them. rntn yon
will know if you shall write mora, or
give your attention to your wife and
,

length."
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Six roomed brick
Bath, range, light. 0. C. Wat.
son & Co.

FOR RENT

j

cot-jtag- e.

FOR SALE A first class piano 13
for sale on reasonable terms at 201
Palace avenue, City.
FOR SALE Seven room house
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

j

;

i

WANTS

American

WANTED

wants

girl

position at general housework.
ply Capital Hotel.

Ap-

TYPEWRITERS.

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
WANTED Men and noys in Los and rented. Standard makes handled.
Santa Fe Commanderj
1
Xr
V 1
Small pay but can learn Ail repair work and typewriters guar-trad- e
"Rtriil.ji- Angeles.
'
of automobiles,
conclave lourtn lion
electricity, anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
bricklaying on actual con- - change. Phone 231.
day in each month at
Hall at
Mn'-nnl- p

'J&p--

CHAS. A. WHEELOX, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe tiodge of
Perfection Xo. 1, 14tb
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting f cotlsh Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

Venerable
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Sparks Ranch

(Old

)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best

of Food

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids

$15

a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers; Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks

32.

Write Pecos

Glorieta

Telegraph

Master.

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

WOOD-DAV-

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holdB

its regular session on
the second and fourth

Sam Crawford, Detroit's Fast Outfielder.

Not for a long time has Sam Crawford been in such fine shape as he is
this year. He is light, active and enthusiastic, and confidently expects to
have the best year of his baseball career.
Sam Isn't exactly wasted, for the
is a man of large frame padded by
a lot of hard muscle that no amount
of exercise will decrease. But there
isn't a bit of fat on him anywhere.
In all the games played by the
Tigers this season, the Wahoo man
has shown such speed on the bases
that his mates hardly have recognized
him.

to practice the stunt made famous by
Mr. Kelly.
As for Sam's hitting, there never
has been any doubt about it. For
meeting the ball on the nose and driving it bard, he hasn't a superior In
the American league, If Indeed he
has an equal. This season is no exception. He is endangering the lives
of infielders with his line drives and
chasing outfielders to the fences for
long flies. Also he seems to be having
his usual tough luck in the manner
of losing hits because somebody goes
and grabs one with his bare hand or
makes some totally unnecessary and
scandalous stop and throw.
It hardly seems reasonable to suppose that the Tigers' opponents will
keep on making Sam the victims of
their circus stunts forever and this may
be the season when luck is due
to change in his favor. Given the
"breaks," Sam will make a lot of those
line drives go safe that now happen
to be hit exactly Into somebody's mitt.

.

bf recent years, particularly last

season, Crawford had some trouble
with his ankles and wasn't taking
chances on the sacks. Sliding only
when hitting the dirt might decide
the result of a ball game. This year
he has been diving for the sacks
with all the abandon in the world,
developing a "strawberry" on his hip
the first time Jennings asked the boys

d

';

ers are invited and

o

J. D. SENA,

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Sherwood Magee.
noon and did not seem to take a I
of Interest in Dooln's bunch.' Thb
youngster is crazy about Charley
Dooln, but does not care what the
club does.

The Phillies' mascot, the goat, was
strutting about the outfield when the

8wedes to Invade Baseball.
Henry Severeld of Cincinnati has
a brother in the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league, an lnfielder. Henry asserts
that it will be but a few years before
the Norwegians will flood into base
ball and corner all the star salaries.
"They have the ability", says Henry,
"and they have the brains the only
reason they haven't Invaded baseball
before is because they didn't happen
to think about it"

C.

;
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Hardware

Company

Distributors

of

TheWalger
New Model

Awning
BEST

THE
-.
.-

EVER

AWNING

PIT IP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
sGisSTs)
SANTA FE, N. M., TO

J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

PROFESSIONAL

Chicago,
St. Louis,

$50.35

Buffalo,-

-

$64.95

44.35

Denver,!-

-

21.10

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs,

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
.
:
SANTA FE, N. M
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

IRA MORGAN
Successor to B. P. Williams

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

..LIVERY.

Attorneys
Practice In tae Dlstrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico.

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. P. Easley.
EASLEY A EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice In the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eaton- cia, N. M.

16.35

LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP - OVER PRIVILEGES.

TTORNEYS AT LAW

Las Cruces,

-

18.15

TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

LOW RATES

CARDS

I

.i

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST ?!
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night ?!
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will

i

I

endavorto

give prompt

our patronage.

ani efficient service aid trust to merit
"
:

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,

Phone

Santa Fe, N.M

1.9 Red

E. C. ABBOTT

O. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor st Law
Practice in all the Dlitrict Court
and gives special attoiitton to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. II
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
expectation.
Papa I'm sorry, my dear, but our
'"Anyway, her heart is in the right
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
physician says while the trained Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
place."
'
nurse he has procured for us is a
"I don't believe
WILLIAM MeKEAN
"Why, she is noted for her char- good one, she is a perfect bear.
Tommy Oh, papa, do take her lfs
ities"
Attorney-at-Labear!
trained
look
a
"I know it, but
how she ls she's
Mining and Land Law.
laced.;
New Mexico.
Taos.
Crowded Out.

I

President

N

.::

to

'

i

GEO. W. P RICHARD.

Attorney-at-Lastone?"
Practice in the District and Su"That's about, your honor, though
Prompt and careful
I don't talk that kind of slang. The preme Courts.
little gick, your honor, pllnked the attention given to all business.
New Mexico
other dub on the on the on the say, Santa Fe.

your honor, what is your honor's fancy
name for this rummy's bean?"

11
I

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.

youngster spied him and cried, "Oh,
pop, look there's Connie Mack!"
Sherwood looked all over for Connie
Mack but the goat was the only thing
he saw, "Mac" says that every one he
sees Robert calls Connie Mack. Sherwood says it goes pretty tough when
Farmer.
his own youngster can do nothing but
root for the opposite club.
"Dode" Paskert has a youngster that
Santa Fe Camp
X. W. A.
chases about the field now, who is just
13514,
meets second Tueslne opposite, inis iaa is a wonaenui
Dau P'ayer ior a cnna. He can eaten
day each month, so
almost anything no matter how hard
cial meeting tklrd
Jt ls wt or thrown and would rather
at Elks
Tuesday
ball than eat,
Hall. Visting neigh
i more,
young Paskert is a hot rooter and is bors welcome.
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
unapproachable if the Phillies lose.
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
BASEBALL SLANG JARS COURT

During the past winter Tom Clarke
of Cincinnati was a witness in a small
case at the little court in his home in
Corona a case where some Coronlte
accused another one of assault and
battery. Mr. Clarke was on the stand,
and was asked to describe the trouble.
"Near as I can remember," said Mr.
Clarke, "this little guy here bounced
a rock off the bean of this mutt in the
brown suit."
"The court falls to comprehend," in
terposed the magistrate. "Will you
plase make your statement more
definite, Mr. Clarke?"
"Well, your honor, as near as I can
tell it, this sawed-of- t
gazab with the
checked benny carressed this sun- kissed blonde in the brown rags one
on the dome with a cobble."
'You must correct your language,
Mr. Clarke," the court objected. "Do
you mean that the defendant struck
the plaintiff upon the occiput with a

Balance.
Yes, he's very vindictive.
That's one of his worst faults.
Markley I didn't know he had that
, v
fault, too.
Gaddie Oh, yes. I tell you I'd hate
to have a man like mat owe me a
grudge.
Markley Yes, but there's Us other
fault. He never pays what he owes
Catholic Standard and Times,
i , Planned for His Exit
An air of assurance distinguished
the Jaunty young man who had appeared in answer to an advertisement
a clerk; but bis manner did not com

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth-

of
Brotherhood
American Yeomen
Secon
Meets
and Fourth Thure
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Dais;

and this season his work has been ;
,
even better.
son. Robert '
Maeee's
knows nothing about the Phillies, but
can tell vou all about the Athletics, i t"J
Young Magee, who never remembered
anything about a ball game until this
season, was a daily visitor at the
Athletics' park while the Phillies were
in the west, and continually harps
about Connie Mack.
Little Guy Bounced Rock Off Bean of
The youngster was out on the field
Mutt in Brown 8ult, Says
the Phillies' park the other after--.
Witness Jog; Clarke.

Gaddie

left-han-

WANTED Two more agents for the
W. H. Goebel Co.

Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a1
7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKER.
FOR REXT Store room on lower
H. P.
San Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzkl.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
riM..iii

Co., Los Angeles.

i

I

Xo.

1, R. A. M.

,

mend him to the leather merchant
"Is there a good opening here for a
young man who keeps bis wits about
him; and doesn't care to begin at the
bottom of the ladder?" asked the ap
plicant, before the merchant had an
opportunity to speak.
"Yes," he replied, after a compre
hensive survey of his Jaunty visitor,
"there Is. A thoughtful carpenter
foreseeing the appearance of Just such
young men. provided a good opening
in the middlo of that
d
wall,
business.
-Writ the letter." said David: "I Kindly make use of it" Youth's Com
ua sorry you did- not
apeak of this panion.
tooner.'"
. He Was No Idler.
At sunrise the next morning ho was
oi the road to Dreux with the pre"Squire," asked the visiting Mend,
cious roll of poems under hia arm. At "how do you manage to occupy your
noon he wiped the dost from his feet time in this little villager '
at the door of Monsieur Brll. That
The only Justice of the peace in
learned man broke the seal of M. Skedunk leisurely bit off a largo chunk
Paplneau's letter, and sucked up.its of plug tobacco and chewod it in
contents through bis gleaming specta- silence a few momenta.
cles as the jmb draws water. Ho ; "BUV he said, with Judicial solemtook David tnsMo to his study and sat nity, 1 ean beat any man In six eou
bte down aanv a JKtte Island beat ties tftchin' norseshoes."
,
,

Montezuma
Lodge
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M
Veterinary
Physician and Surgeon.
communiRegular
of
Graduate
McKillep's
Veterinary
cation first Monday
of each month at Col!ege of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
at
Hall
Masonic
Dentistry a Specialty
7.30.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
H. H. DORMAN',
Master of Frisco and Shetfiy Sts.
Phone Red 138.
CHAS. E. LIXNES. Secretary.

"No," said the poet "I must be back
in the fields cawing at my sheep."
Back along the road to Veroy he
trudged, with his poems under his
arm.
When he reached his cottage Yvonne
A ROOTER
was not there. Of late she had taken to LITTLE MAGEE IS
gadding much among the neighbors,
Son Knows
but a fire was glowing in the kitchen Slugger's
Nothing About Phillies, but Is
stove. Davie1 opened the door of it
Wise to Athletics.
and thrust his poems in upon the
coals. As they blazed up they made a
The spectacular fielding and hitting
singing, harsh sound in the flue.
."The song of the crow!" said the of Sherwood Magee is one of the
things responsible for the Phillies' po
;
poet ,
sition in the National league race.
Invented by a Mandarin.
One of the first things the surprises
foreigner on arriving at Peking is
the strange sound that seems to come
down from the clouds, but which
really comes from the celebrated mu
sical doves of that city. Overhead on
all sides are great flocks of these
birds, and ever as they sweep to and
fro the weird music is heard. Compared with the plaintive coo of ordinary pigeons It jounds mysterious,
and" yet it is. easily explained.
To
the tail of each bird is fastened an instrument known as a "chaothe;"
cnao" signifies pipes and "the" me
The instrument is comchanical.
is so
posed of several small reeds,-anlight that the bird's flight is not im
peded thereby. It is fastened to the
tail between the two middle feathers,
and is kept in place by a small stick,
which passes through it. During the
bird's flight the air passes impetuous
ly through the reeds, causing continu
ous shrill sounds. It is said that these
Instruments were Invented by a man
darin, and that their object is to pro
tect the doves, which are highly prized
everywhere " in China, from birds of
prey.

New Mexico.

Taos,

students last year.
United Trade School

300
.

fr-e-

MASONIC.

d

sheep."
If you would dine with me," said
the man of books, "and overlook the
smart of It, I will give you reasons at

other Business Opportunities tract Jobs,
jCatalogue
throughout Taoi county.
Contracting
Bank References Furnished

and

Fraternal Societies

TRANSFORMATION

ing.

'-

!'

WONDERFUL

thus far?"
It was so," said David.
I have read all your verses," con
tinued Monsigneur Bril, his eyes wan
dering about his sea of books as if
he conned the horizon for a sail.
Look yonder, Monsignor Mignot; tell
me what you see in that tree."
I see a crow," said David,
look

Gru-neau- 's

'

UNDERGONE
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A Pleasing

If

w

An Ambition.
"Roosevelt says It ls his ambition
Ulinvis vpswiuniKj.
PROBERT sV COMPANY
I
That man ought to go to the sea-- to die on the field of battle. What Is
Investments
shore. Bo would do a thriving busi- - t your ambition to me onr
Lat ds, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
I
could
think
I
die
if
"Well,
ness."
happy
Money Loaned for Investors
I were to pass away on the corns of
In what wayr .
Wo bar tor sals general stocks of
on
who
fellow
litthe
mine
steped
a
"They say his conversation
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard
Us while ago."
enough to maka oars hair eurL"

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De
partment as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
ot the West at an elevation ot 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, , throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
REGENTS
W. G. HAMILTON, Yloc Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLBT.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WELLSON,
.

Superintendent

"
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EIGHT

nounced today that as the band will be
at
the Las Vegas encampment two
C THE DAILY HOUND
Sundays, July 23 and 30, the band will
give a concert tomorrow Thursday
evening and Thursday evening of
3
July 13, to make up for the two per--;
Santa Fe, N. M., July 5.
formances that It will miss. During
For New Mexico Generally
these moonlight nights and cool sum- cloudy tonight and Thursday
mer weather, nothing could be more
with local showers In north
"delightful than lunar lawn concerts,
and no doubt Santa Feans will enjoy
both of them.
Alieged Murderer Killed In Jail
McCormick Mowers at Goebels.
0lds, In jail at Globe, Arizo-Ic- e
Kingsley
on
Cream
Sunday at Capital na accused of murdering the two
, hia mlTllne' nart- City Dairy. Milk and cream always on .,
hand. Phone Black 188.
was shot to death in jail from a
ner,
newer windQW
w' re" 5
a hQuge opposlte t0 the jail.
mail iBlB ucvau
tuealJCr at uue- - Wesley Goswick, the father of the
bels.
i two
girls, has disappeared.
Ladies Harry
Cotter,
drunk- - at Albuquerque yester-- I
j while
Chum; and In Old California.
day, annoyed the ladies and was gath-- !
Hungry Hearts A Vitagraph, a ered In by the
police oificers.
comedy drama in which the children
Marked "No Funds." Harry Spentolead.
at
It's
the
Elks'
take the
cer, who sought to establish a branch
night.
of the National Order of Ben Hur at
Quick Work Pictures o the De Albuquerque, is being sought
by
Vargas procession yesterday will be friends who endorsed checks for him
shown at the Elks' Theater tonight.
on the First National Bank at LeMar,
We now have a full stock of anyIowa, and which, it is alleged, have
line.
meat
the
in
desire
thing you may
come bacs marked .o funds."
beef, veal, pork, mutton,
Poultry,
lamb, tongue, liver, sausages, headFLIES.
cheese, etc., etc. F. Andrews.
Underwear is a very important part
(Continued from page one.
of any outfit and should demand more
V. N. Townsend ing days continued to mount in the
of our attention.
and company after exceptional values records; of deaths and prostrations
in their cuange of advertisement to-- ! today even while the mercury went
down. The total for the present hot
day. See it on page five.
Only 7 Licenses During the month wave is 58 deaths. The thermome,
ot June only seven marriage licenses ter at 11 o'clock was 85 and the humidtern
were issued here by Probate Clerk ity 66. Yesterday's maximum
George W. Armijo. This is said to be perature was 93.
Boston is Scheduled.
a very small number for June, the
'
Boston, Mass., July 5. Five deaths
month of weddings.
from heat ocurred in Boston today.
Capital City Bank The statement
records were a deof the Capital City Bank in today's The temperature
or two lower than at the corres
New Mexican, shows a gratifying in gree
crease of business and also demon-- 1 ponding hours yesterday.
New Haven is Hot.
strates that the bank is on a solid
New
Conn., July 5. Three
Haven,
footing. The totals foot up $130,110.- -' deaths due
or indirectly to
directly
7S; the deposits to almost $100,000
the heat were reported today. Tempand the total loans to $61,619.58j
eratures of 80 to 105 degrees were reDoes Advertising Pay? "You bet it
ported throughout Connecticut.
does," says Hayward, the Butcher.
Light Shower in Wisconsin.
"The other evening I advertised nine
Green Bay, Wis., July 5. A four
kids for sale; the paper was on the week's drought was broken here today
street at 5 p. m., by 8 p. in. I had sold by a light shower.
every one of those kids." Nothing to
pull trade like advertising things the MILLIONAIRE'S CHILDREN
BURNED TO DEATH.
people want.
Band Concerts. Henry Alarid, man
ager of the First Regiment Band an- - Governess in Charge of Them Becomes
'

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" n

IIP.)

4

j

j

GROCERY and BAKERY
...

w

-

-

Kansas City Meats

:
i
j

We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our. MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.

j
j

neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage.
A

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a
to-da- y.

'IN
GOLD AND SILVER
FILIGREE

WALTHAM WATCH
?The Waltham is the most des.
That in
pendable of
make
we
it
cur leader and
why
why
"Jfs Time You Owned a Waltham."

S.

We have a wide assortment of Waltham Watches at a wide
prico
A range in thin models; plain anj
fancy cases. See us about a Wal--,
tbam

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

il
o
z

DAVID S.

PEOPLE-OROPjLIK-

'

time-piece-

,

LOflTZKI

Dealer in New and Second Hand

U

92.. ..Phone.. .,92

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

IRQ '5

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

If you

J

--

J

PAID FOR
SECOND HAND GOODS

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments

MARKET

want
it in a

LU

HIGHEST GASH PRICE

.

j

HURRY
Call

HAYWARD S MARKET
92.. .Phone.. ..92

Raving Maniac When She
Could Not Save Them.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Viborg, Finland, July 5 The palatial country house here of Ludwig Nooil magnate
bel, the
of St. Petersburg; was destroyed by
fire last night, Mr. Nobel's son and
daughter, aged 7 and 5 respectively,
were burned to death. Their governess
made heroic efforts td save her
charges, and on failing went raving
The parmad and attempted-suicidents were at St. Petersburg at the
'
time of the disaster,

WEDNESDAY,

JULY

5, 1911.

are a number of changes in the corps
FAREWELL DINNER GIVEN
"1TO AND FROM ROSWELL.'
TO CARLSBAD EXPRESS AGENT. of teachers.
The board has taken
Connections made with Automobile
much pains in select.ng the teachers line At Vaugun ior KoaweH, daily.
Ball Game and Fireworks Together with a view of making the Carlsbad
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Rot-we- ll
schools the best in the west
With Band Concert Comprised
at 8:30 a. m.'und arrives at Roswell at 3:30 P. m. Automouile leaves
Program on Fourth.
GERMANY PROPOSES
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
DISCUSSION OF MOROCCO. iT' between San'a F and Torrance
The business men of Carlsbad gave
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
farewell dinner to W. S.' Jolly last
Reserve seats on autonight at Bates. Mayor C. H. McLena- - This Averts Danger of Immediate Roswell $10.
than presided. Speeches were made
mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
Clash Over Critical African
by nearly every one In attendance.
Situation.
The regret over the departure of a use'
Happiest Girl In Lincoln.
ful citizen was general, though all ere
.A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes, "I had
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
pleased fiver the promotion that has
of in- been ailing for some time with chronLondon, Eng., July
come to Mr. Jolly. The dinner was
ic constipation and stomach trouble. I
over the
ternational
complications
most excellently served and was a
was removed
began taking Chamberlain's Stomach
for
incident
the
cerdit to the committee on arrange present at least, by an agreement and Liver Tablets and in three days
ments, A. N. Pratt, I. S. Osborne, and reached by the powers
today to hold I was able to be up and got better
Mr. Jolly has been the
R. L. Bates.
right along. I am the proudest girl
over Morroco.
conversations
Carlsbad agent of the Wells Fargo Exin Lincoln to find such a good mediconcerned
are
The
powers
France, cine." For sale
press Co., for a score of years. He has
by all druggists.
been assigned to Roswell with an In- Germany, Great Britain, Spain, and
and
for
par-ler-s
the
proposal
pour
Russia,
crease In pay. Mr. Jolly has taken
WANTED A competent bookkeepcomes from Germany.
active part in. the work of the com
er, of good character and habits good
munity. TSe served on the school
health, must write a neat, legible hand
WANTED Lady wants two or and be
board for a number of years. A year
quick and accurate in figures.
ago he was elected a member of the three unfurnished rooms preferrably Apply to the president, between- the
New hours of ten and eleven, a. m. First
town board and has been active in part of a house. Address,
the business administration that has j Mexican,
National Bank of Santa Fe.
done much for the improvement of the
town the past year. Mr. Jolly left
this morning for Roswell and will assume his new duties Monday morning.
The Fourth was celebrated in Carlsbad with a ball game and other sports
in the day. At night fireworks and
Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
band concert were on the program.
The-- postal bank has been open for
Given
business one week. The patronage is
it
Evidently
beyond expectations.
fills, a long felt want the way the de405 PALACE AVE
Phone, Black 204.
posits are tendered Postmaster Bolton.
The school board has selected the
:

,

Ag-ad- ir

'

SWEET PEAS

Separate
Mail Orders

Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

"

teachers for next year,

15

in all There

Report of the Condition of the

mwmm

mm MAKER

CAPITAL CITY BANK
of Santa Fe,

'

Territory of New Mexico at close of
business June 80, 1911,
V
Resources,
Loans on Real Estate
$ 6.142 48
'
Loans on Collateral Secur- rlty other than Real Es- tate
17,455 93
Loans and Discounts all
36.906 12
others
.
1.115 05
Overdrafts...
-

Items

29
00
00
69
1603 00
1 100 00
2,400 00

606
410
1,400
990

uver uoin
Silver Certificates
Legal Tenders
National Bank Notes
xotai uasn ana signc
Exchange
TOTAL RESOURCES
. Liabilities.
Capital Stock
Other Undivided Profits (less expenses and taxes paid)
Deposits subject to check $93,419 75
Deposits Time

and
mixes
'
kneads Bread
thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

mixes and
Iv kneads bread
thoroughly in
Three Minutes.
The hands do
not touch the
dough.

;

r
r

TOTAL LOANS.
$61619 58
Other Stocks Bonds & Securities 10,900 00
Furniture and fixtures
4,280 95
Due from, other Bank &
Bankers
44,901 27 Checks and other Cash
Gold Coin
Gold Certificates.. ..

BREAD MAKER

1

Simple, Easy,

Sanitary.

i

.E3,31

25

130 110 78

, 80,000 (0
363 74

4,509 91

e.

,

a

tf you want anything on earth
New Mex'can Want Ad.

Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY.

trj

TOTAL DEPOSITS
Due to other Baks and Bankers
TOTAL LIABILITIES

97,929

gf

SANTA FE HARDWARE

1,817 38

$130,llo"78

certify that the above statement ia true
ana correct.
O, L BOWLDS, Cashier,
1

JUNE 22nd. for

& SUPPLYCQ.

One Week Only

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady flakes made by the
;: '
( sr ri
7
largest shoe house in the world, ;

TO

i

IHIAl!iLTlm BROW W; .SIKI
They ate made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every particular
mi ghty well made
hold ts shape and place

It takes a

Ojr'

.w:
Oxford to
over
on the foot. It must
' .
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

I

We have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Surr-ne- r
Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS t
now $2.10
now
$2.75 $3.00
"
2.60
"
1.75
2.75
"
2.50
"
1.60
2.50
"
1.00
2.25
2.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
2
i.
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.;

NATHAN SALMON.

Don't forget the date, June 22nd
I

'I

ri

